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RUICK'S ACCUSERS ARE
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Grand Jury Halts Borah Trial
In Order to Exonerate
District Attorney
From Charges.
LAND

FRAUD
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SAYS!
In Speech at Great Banquet Three Men Arrested at Hllls- boro Give Bond for Apat Toklo. He Assures His
pearance but Fourth
Hosts of Good
Is Still In Jail.
Feeling.

HE WILL NOT
FALTER

j
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President Tells 20.000 lowans
That He Proposes to Fol-

low Out His Regular
Probability That Judge
Policy.
Whltson Will Take' It From Jury
Unless Prosecution Proves
LAND LAWS 1ST
Senator's Connection
WItn Conspiracy.

Mk

Uoise.

to

GOAL

DEALERS ARE
AGAINJOBPOENAED

The local coal dealers, John Beav-e- n
and V. H. lUhn, were summoned
again before the territorial grand
Jury this afternoon, but v.hether or
not they will answer the questions
which the court ordered them to answer h:n not yet been disclosed.
judge Ira A. Abbott this morning
sustained demurrer in the cases of
American Lumber Co. vs. Charles
Jones, and John Kennedy and Cuh
Mulholland vs. t'nion foal Co. and
Gallup Fuel Co.

MASS IN HONOR

OF

HTJER

GENTILE

At 9 o'clock this morning at the
Church nf San Felipe de Neil, in old
town, the honorary funeral services
of Father Aloysius M. (Jentlle, the
ueioved priest
well known and inui-away Saturday at Las
who pas-eVi g.s, was held and a large number
of people attended the ceremonies.
Father Capllupl, of old town, assisted tv other priests and novices, officiated. The remains of Father Gentile were burled today at Iis Vegas.
The ceremonies at San Felipe were
Of the most Impressive order and the
respect and honor in which Father
the
Gentile was held throughout
southwest was clearly shown In the
sorrow manifested for hi in by the
audience.
d

Declares Himself In Favor of
Small Homesteader as Against
Owner Who
Abuses Instead of
Non-Reside-
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Seen at Lava In
December.
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Koekuk Iowa, Oct. 1. President
Roosevelt began his river trip from
He arrived
Keokuk this morning.
here at 9:10 a. m. and was met at
the station by the governors of Iowa, I
Minnesota, NeFlorida, Louisiana,
Oregon,
ibot'h
braska,
Dakotas.
Wyoming and Illinois, and by three
companies of the state troops. The
morning was fair but a sprinkle of
rain fell shortly after the presldental
party started for the park where the
speeches of the day were delivered.
Following his address, which was
heard toy 20 000 people, the president was driven to the lower lock of
the government canal and boarded
the steamer Mlssisslpol for the trip
south.
Several other governors will Join
At St. Louis
the party en route.
Governor Oeorge Curry, of New
Mexico,
a personal rough rider
fniend of the president, ' will board
the boat for the trip to Memphis.
Enthusiastic Audience.
The audience which greeted the
president was one of the most enthusiastic
that ever gathered In
Iowa. Despite the fact that the hour
was early, the band park was crowded, but the president's voice could
plainly be heard. (He was greeted
with prolonged cheers, and throughout his address was compelled to
pause because of apfrequently
plause. He spoke as follows:
Tlie President's Speech.
"Men and Women of Iowa:
"I am glad indeed to see you and
to speak to you in this thriving city
of your great and prosperous state,
believe with all my heart in the
Ipeople
of Iowa, for I think that you
are good, typical Americans, and
that among you there has been developed to a very high degree that
body of characteristics which we
like to regard as distinctively American.
Supervision by Government.
"During the last few years we of
the United estates have been forced
to consider very seriously certain
economic problems. We have made
a beginning in the attempt to deal
with the relations of the national
government that Is, with the relations of the people of the country
to the huge and wealthy corporations controlled for the most part
by a few very rich men, which are
engaged in interstate business especially the great railway corporations. You know my views on this
You know that I believe
matter.
that the national government, in the
interests of the people, should assume much the same supervision
and control over ihe management of
the Interstate common carriers that
it now exercises over the national
hanks. You know furthermore that
I believe that this supervision and
control should be exercised in a
spirit of rigid fairness toward the
corporations, exacting Justice from
them on behalf of the people but
giving them Justice in return.
Orderly Liberty.
"One way of exercising control Is
through the Jaws of the land. Ours
Is a government of liberty, but it
Is a government of that orderly liberty which comes by and through
the honest enforcement of and obedience to the law. At intervals during the last few months the appeal
has been made to me Wit to enforce
the law against certain wrongdoers
of great wealth because to do so
would Interfere with the business
prosperity of the country. Under the
effects of that kind of fright which
when sufficiently acute we call panic,
this appeal has been made to me
even bv men who ordinarily behave
as decent citizens.
Will Not Cliange Course.
"One newspaper which has itself
strongly advanced
this view gave
prominence to the statement of a
certain man of great wealth to the
effect that the
financial
weakness 'was due entirely to the
admitted
.intention
of President
to
punish
ltoosevelt
the large
moneyed Interests which had transgressed the laws.' I do not admit
that this has been the main rau.se
of any business troubles
we
have
had; but it Is possible that It has
been a contributory cause.
If so,
friends, as far as I am concerned It
must be accepted as a disagreeable
but unavoidable feature In a course
of policy which as long a.s I am president will not be changed.
In any
great movement for righteousness,
where the forces of evil are strongly
Intrenched, it is unfortunately inevitable that some unoffending people should suffer in company with
the real offenders. This is not our
fault. It Is the fault of those to
whose deceptive action these inno- -
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cent people owe their false position.
tTieniU When Itight.
"A year or two ago certain representatives of labor called upon me
and Jn the course of a very pleasant
conversation told me that they regarded me as "the friend of labor.'
I answered that I certainly was, and
that I would do everything in my
power for the laboring man except
anything that was wrong. I have
the same answer to make to the
business man. I will do everything
I can do .to help business conditions,
except anything that Is wrong. And
It would be not merely wrong but
Infamous to-- fall to do all that can
be done to secure the punishment of
those wrongdoer whose .deeds are
peculiarly reprehensible bcauae they
are not committed under the stress
of want. Whenever a serious effort
Is made to cut out what is evil In
our noliWral life, whether the effort
takes the shape of warring against
the gross and sordid forms of evil
In some municipality, or whether it
takes the shape of trying to secure
the honest enforcement of the law
as against very powerful and wealthy
people, there are sure to be certain
Individuals who demand
that the
movement stop because It may hurt
business. In each case the answer
must be that we earnestly hope and
believe that there will be no perma-ndamage to business from the
movement, but that If righteousness
conflicts with the fancied needs of
business, then the latter must go to
the wall. We can not afford to substitute any other test for that of
guilt or innocence of wrongdolnfc or
welldoing In Judging any man.
At War With. Corruption.
"If a man does well, if he acts
honestly, he has nothing to fear from
this administration.
But so far as
in me lies the corrupt politician,
great or small, the private citizen
who transgresses the law be he rich
or poor shall be brought before the
impartial Justice of a court.
Perhaps I am most anxious to get at
the politician who is corrupt, because
he betrays a great trust; but assuredly I shall not spare his brother
corruptrionist who shows himself a
swindler in business life; and, according to our power, crimes of
fraud and cunning shall be prosecuted as relentlessly as crimes of brutality and physical violence.
Modifications of IoikI Ijiun.
"The states of the high plains and
of the mountains have a peculiar
claim upon me, because for a number of years I lived and worked in
them, and I have
that intimate
knowledge of their people that
comes under such conditions.
In
those states there is need of a modification of the land laws that have
worked so well in the
fertile regions to the eastward such
as those in which you here dwell.
The one object in all our land laws
should always be to favor the actual
settler, the actual home maker, who
comes to dwell on the land and there
to bring up his children to inherit it
after him.
To Homo Maker Only.
"The government should part with
its title to the land only to the acnot to the profit-make- r,
tual home-makwho does not care to make
a home. The land should be sold
outright only In quantities sufficient
for decent homes not in huge areas
to be held for speculative
purposes
or used as ranches, where those who
do the actual work are merely tenants or hired hands. No temporary
prosperity of any class of men could
in the slightest degree atone for failure on our part to shape the laws so
that they may work for the permanent good of the
This
p.cnllemei).
is fundamental.
and is
simply carrying out the idea upon
which I dwell in speaking to you of
your own farms here In Iowa.
In Dry States.
"Sow in many states where the
light
it is a simple absurdrainfall Is
ity to expevt any man to live, still
less to bring up a family, on one
hundred and sixty acres. Where we
are able to introduce irrigation the
homestead can be very much less in
size can. for Instance,
be forty
acres; and there Is nothing that congress has done during the past six
years more important than the enactment of the national irrigation
law. Hut where irrigation is not applicable and the land can only be
nt

WEIGHING

ALL MAIL ON BALL PLAYER'S
MAY PROVE TO

OF

BE

Thirty Days:

New York, Oct. 1. -- At one minute after midnight
this morning
railroad mall clerks throughout the
country began weighing the mails as
required by an act of congress. The
weighing will continue
for thirty
days.
It is the first time in the history
of the postofllce department that
weighing all the mall matter on all
trains over all the roads on which
mail clerks are employed has been
years
special
required. In former
periods were set aside to determine
the amount of certain class mail
matter carried over certain roads
only.
The object of the thirty days'
trial is to give the department and
congress reliable statistics to determine 'the cost of handling and transporting the different classes of mall.
Applies to AIL
Each class of mail will be kept
entirely separate on the records of
the clerks, and in the postotllces of
the country each class and the
amount of postage on each will he
carefully recorded. As congress failed to provide money for scales for
thin weighing. It will be done on the
possession of
scales already In the
the government and- - in use on railroads.

JURY WITNESS'

Rogers Testified In Gambling
Cases and Suffered In
Consequence.

live)

Chicago, Oct. 1. A nltro glycerine
bomb was exploded lat night on the
floor of
John A. Rogers' saloon on West Madison and
May streets, practically ruining
the
place. Itogers was a witness earlier
In the day before the grand Jury
which Is expected to return wholeThis Is
sale gambling Indictments.
the tenth explosion in a series resulting from the war among the
gamblers.
the police believe, was beyond any
doubt the work of the faction which
has favored public gambling and
which is now being investigated by
the grand Jury. Rogers is known to
be a friend of the gamblers, but a
straight man who probably told the
grand Jury all he knew regarding
matters on which he was questioned.
i i
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Seoul. Korea, Oct. 1. Forty-tw- o
persons including thirty Japanese
soldiers were killed or lujured by the
train
derailment of a southbound
from this place early today.

0

James Lopez the Santa Fe pitcher,
with a base ball while playing ball
at Soccorro yesterday, may not survive the blow. He was taken to his
home at Santa Fe today on train No
111
In a critical condition.
He rested
none last night and was still so grog
gy today that he was unable
to
stand alone. The few words he ut
tered were incoherent and meaning
less, showing that his brain is slight
ly. If not severely affected.
He spit
up some blood during the night and
today. Dr. C, C. Duncan, who attended the injured man at Socorro, said
that the case was serious.
The Accident.
The accident was a very unusual
one.
It was the final game of the
amateur tournament at the Socorro
county fair. Lopez was pitching for
Santa Fe against Socorro, It was the
last half of the fourth Inning and Socorro was at bat and had runners
on first and third bases. The man
on first attempted to steal second.
Pettus, the Santa Fe catcher, threw
the ball to cut him off. when Cook
of Socorro, who was on third, start
ed for home base. Tarr, the second
buseman, did not wait to catch the
runner coming from flrtt, but fired
the ball toward Pettus to catch Cook
at home. The ball hit Lopes In the
back of the head. He leaped about
two feet into the air and fell on his
r.ire. The ball glanced to the right
and sped a hundred feet across the
Many people In the grand
field.
stand did not sec the pitcher grov
ellng in the dirt and cheered for the
base runner, while those who saw
the accident Jumped to their feet
startled.
The real seriousness of the accl
dent, however, was not known at the
time. Lopez was picked up and as
sisted from the grounds, while Isa
bell took his place in the pitcher's
box. and the game went on.
Lopez was taken a hundred yards
away to the nearest house to the
hall park and a doctor was called.
Team mates watched over him all
night, and this morning he was tak
en to the train on a stretcher and
placed in the baggage car.
Playing Two nails.
Tarr. who threw the ball that
Lopez
in the back of the head.
struck
figured conspicuously
in
another
sensational feature of the Socorro-Sant- a
game.
on
He was
Fe
the field
with a ball in his pocket. The dis
covery was made by a contractor
of Socorro by the name of Glvens,
who told W. E. Martin, manager of
the base ball tournament.
Martin
walked out on the grounds and asked
Tarr for the ball he had In his pock
el. Tarr handed the ball over and
after the game explained tihat he
:!
h:i i thp hull for a Joke. Hi said
thut it was thrown him by someone
outside the game,
As the Incident took place In the
early pjrt of the game when the
score was close and considering that
the distribution of several hundred
dollars depended on the remit of the
game more or less Importance was
attached to it. some of the more
ardent Socorro fans expressed them
relies as being in favor of protesting
the game as several players had been
put out by Tarr concealing balls in
bU glove, while tha pitcher pretend
ed to have the ball himself.
Nuntu. I'e tt, Kouorro 2.
The game resulted in a victory for
who was hit in the back of the head
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CONGRESS DESIRES
OTHER FEATURES OF BIG
COMPLETE STATISTICS
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
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iHlllsboro, iN. M.. Oct. 1. (SpecToklo. Japan, Oot. 1. A banquet
in honor of Secretary Taft, given last ial.) Three of the four men arrestnight by the municipality and cham ed for the killing of the unknown

ber of commerce of Tokio and at
tended by Japan's statesmen, brought
forth a notable speech by the Ameri
can secretary, which made a splen
did Impression. After dinner the as
sembly room presented
a marked
scene every
congratulating
one
every one else on what was consid
ered a complete removal of the
cloud that had arisen between Japan
and tne united States and the silenc
ing of the sensationalist.
America IToud of Japan.
Secretary Taft ttegan his address
by giving thanks for the evidence of
good wlU shown
by the Japanese,
Me said that the Americans
were
proud that Mr. Roosevelt with the
prestige of the presidency, had hastened the peace, honorable to both
Japan and Russia He spoke of the
share America had In aiding Japan's
great progress and said that Amerl
cans were proud of Japan which al
ways had
cordial sympathy of
. 1 the
T
I.' .... - .
I
"Now for the moment," continued
the secretary, "there la only a, cloud
over our frlendshiD of fiftv vein.
but the greatest earthquake of the
century could not shake our amity
I cannot trespass UDon the lurlsdlc- tion of the department of state and
discuss the events at San Francisco.
but I can say that there Is nothing
in tnem that Is incapable of honor
able and full adjustment by ordinary
,
diplomacy."
.
Th secretary said ithat ie Aid not
noiri that war is entirely unjustifiable
wnen international
grievances can
not otherwise
be redressed.
"But
war is hell," he said, "and only a
great cause which cannot be settled
Dy diplomacy, justifies it."
Taft said that war between Japan
and the United States would be a
crime against civilization.
Neither
desired it. neither would gain anything by It and .both governments
would strain every nerve to prevent
It.
The secretary characterized even
the suggestion of war as Infamous
and declared
that America's good
will toward Japan is as warm as
ever.
V,

Mall Clerks Must Keep Close Accident at Socorro In Mon
r
Record forthe Next
day's Game Has Serious

GRAND

CRIME

Declares That Either Country Officers Believe Skeleton Is That
of Demented Man Who Had
Would Use Every Effort to PrePlenty of Money When Last
vent Least Possibility of a
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Idaho, Oct. 1. The Borah
trial was interrupted for a time to
day to allow the special grand Jury,
whloh has been investigating the
charges of misconduct against District Attorney Kulck to report. The
grand Jury declared that the charges
were "not a true bill" and returned
Indictments against two of the men
who Hied the affidavits against
It ulck.
Charge Against Kulck.
The charges against Kulck, which
caused the investigation of his con
duct by the grand Jury acting under
orders from the district Judge, were
that he used undue influence with
the orevlous grand Jury to obtain
an indictment in the land fraud
cases against Senator
Borah and
that he argued with the Jury con
alleged
cernlng the
facts against
Borah, when he could, legally, only
furnish the Jury with the law on the
case.
Kulck denied that he had done
more than to furnish the Jury with
the witnesses necessary to secure the
indictments in the land fraud cases,
and declared that he had not In any
way influenced the Jurors against
Borah.
Two members of the former grand
Jury filed affidavits with the court
charging on at Kulck did use unlaw
ful means to indict Borah. These
two men are now under Indictment
for false swearing.
Judge Whltson had Instructed this
grand Jury, when It took the oath,
to carefully Inquire Into the facts
concerning the indictment of Borah
and if it found that Kulck had used
undue means, to Indict him. On the
other hand If the Jury found that
the prosecuting attorney had not
committed a breach of the law, the
men who made the affidavits must
be Indicted. With thl3 stringent In
struction, which, however, is declar
ed legal by good authority here, the
jury could not well keep from In
dieting someone.
The two men Indicted for false
swearing are prominent residents of
the county, and their friends believe
that they swore to affidavits against
itulck because they believed they
were right. They will give bond as
papers are
soon as the necessary
served on them, and will fight the
case to the finish.
It Is probable that another effort
will be made later to secure an In
in
dictment
this same connection
against Kulck, who is not popular
nere.
Trial May Knd Suddenly.
What will probably be the last
aay or tne prosecution in the Borah
case began this morning with the
introduction of evidence to show that
tne aerenaant, in his capacity as at'
torney for the Barber
Lumber com'
pany had many deeds to timber
lands recorded in the office of the
county clerk In this city. The de
fense announced yesterday that this
could in no way connect Borah with
any criminal conspiracy
and that
tney were ready to concede the fact
any testimony whatever.
without
The government attorneys declined
to accept the offer.
It is stated that Borah's counsel
will move to have the case taken
from the Jury Immediately when the
government closes.
Judge Whltson
notified the prosecution
last night
that he would allow no more testimony of a general nature until some
evidence connecting
the defendant
with the alleged crime Is produced.
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MISCREANT STABS

man whose skeleton was found recently on top of a knoll one mile
from Lava, have given bond but the
fourth is still in custody and it is
believed that the three released will
give testimony against him.
The officers In charge of the casa
have made considerable headway In
Identifying the skeleton
as being
that of a man, who disappeared
from Lava on December 22 last year,
and also in weaving a strong line of '.
circumstantial evidence against the
natives under arrest. That the man
was murdered and that robbery was
the motive of the crime seems conclusive.
Man Was Identified.
The man supposed to have been
killed arrived al Lava on a tianta Fa
passenger train. He was known to
have considerable money on his person and was laboring under the delusion that some one was after him
trying to kill him. When the train
reached Lava the man got off one
side of the train while " the man or
men he thought were after ihln
boarded the train from the opposite
side. The demented man, according
to the Information obtained by the
officers, hid behind the station house
until the train Jeft. When it had
gone he went into the station house
and tried to trade some gold for paper money, but failed. However, he
succeeded In parting
with $75 of It
in a trade for a ' horse ; worth $1S,
This horse was' purchased from the"
section foreman at Lava. The section foreman Is one of the men under arrest and says that the man
told him when he bought the horse
that if he ever came back he would
return it.
ltodc Into Jornatlo del Mucrto.
The man left Lava on the horse
going toward the east, riding out Into the Jornado del Muerto so named because of the fate of many an
unfortunate traveler who has died
from thirst while trying to cross it.
It is doubtful if the man In his insane condition would have survived
a trip across it had he not been killed by robbers.
The day following
the day he left Lava, the horse came
back, with the saddle and bridle on
It.
No search
was made for the
man and little more was thought of
him until the skeleton was discovered.
Iliilht Hole In Vowt.
The flesh had withered away, but
clothing
was quite well preservthe
ed. The vest had been ripped open
as If by some one looking for money
which might have been sewed in the
lining, but the pieces showed two
telltale bullet holes. Both were on
the side and showed that the shots
had been fired from below as if the
man who wore the vest was on a
horse and tno person who fired the
shot had snod on the ground. The
skeleton showed where the bullets
it cracking
had ploughed through
the shoulder blade.
Though the bones were found
within a mile of Lava, the authorities believe that the killing took
place three miles away and that the
body was dragged to the top of the
knoll, wh ;re it was found.
was found
a
In the clothing
watch, thirty-fiv- e
cents in money,
and a key to a
safe. This
key is numbered and from this number the otticers hope to find a clue,
which may lead to the Identity of
the man. The vest on the skeleton
is of the same material as a coat
found near the railroad track some
distance from the skeleton and this
evidence causes the authorities to
believe that the killing did not take
place on the knoll.
The evidence against the several
men under arrest will consist of the
display of money by some of them
shortly after the man disappeared
and unaccounted for until the skeleton was found, if the two can be
substantially connected.
.
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iSocorro, N. M.. Oct. 1. (.Spwiul.)
Some one crept into the stable of
W. R. Martin here Saturday night
and stabbed a fine racing mare owned by Mr. Martin In the thigh. The

wound was several inches in length
and three Inches deep. The horse is
one that Mr. Martin had been training for the Kocorro county fair races,
and it Is believed that the animal
was stabbed by some one who was
afraid of her. The wound Is not
considered serious and will not reInjury, but was
sult In permanent
sutllcJent to keep the horse out of
the races.

Ore-pro- of

UP BY BOMB IN

Used Wire to Pull
Off Big Charge of
Dynamite.

Assassin

Itaker City, Oregon. Got 1. An
attempt was made last night to as- 18TH

sassinate former Sheriff Harvey K.
lirown by blowing him up with a
dynamite bomb.
He had Just returned from a trip to mining property owned by him. He was found
lying on the sidewalk near the gate
to his home. He is now at a hospital in a critical condition. One leg
was blown off, one arm badly mutilated, and there are internal Injuries.
A wire
was found extending 25
feet along the fence and about thirty feet further to the middle of the
f.,.id.
It is presumed that the assassin lay in wait for Brown and exploded the bomb by pulling the wire.
The motive for the crime is not
known and there is no clue to tht
murderer.
the Ancient City by a score of i to
2, and there was no doubt as to what
the result would be after the third
Inning. The Ancients pounced on
Hagerman in this Inning driving oat
four hits and counting four scores.
While Lopez and Isabella were boLh
hit frequently and hard but not when
they were needed. The wvalher wus
warm and quiet.

INEANTRY

VISITS THE CITY
Three special trains bearing the
Eighteenth I'. S. Infantry, formerly
stationed at Fort Leavenworth, stopped about three hours in this city today. The regiment is en route for the
Philippines by the way of Sun Francisco. They will arrive in San Francisco on the 4th of October and set
sail on the 5th. They are to be stationed at Camp Keethley In Mindlnao
the country of the Moms,
The first train, bearing the third
battalion of the regiment and the
regimental hand arrived at Albuquerque at 1:20 this afternoon. Colonel
Iavis Is the commanding officer;
Captain W. H. Gordon, regimental
adjutant; Major Klrby, Major Howell and Major Purcell are in charge
of thu hist, second and third battalions.
The regiment numbers about
eight hundred men and they have
been stationed at Fort Leavenworth
for over two years. "The regimental
band rendered a splendid concert on
the stutlon platform upon the arrival
of the tir.t train.
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will remain some weeks
for the
benefit of Mrs. Armlio's health.
which has not been good for some
weeks.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
returned to Santa Fe yesterday from
Trinidad, where he went to attend
the funeral services and burial of his
wife's father, the late Philip R.
Mr. Jaffa was obliged to
Strauss.
return to the capital as soon as possible in order to officiate as acting
governor during the absence of Governor Curry.
wife and two
HI
youngest children will return tonight.
S. M. Douglas, who Is the owner of
the hotel at Stanley and also interested In the
addition
to the townsite, returned yesterday
from a two weeks' visit to his old
Douglas
Mr.
home In Oklahoma.
states that many Oklahomans are
looking toward New Mexico although
Oklahoma Is to be a state and that
a large immigration from that section may be expected In New Mexico
this winter and next spring.
The Association of Military Surgeons of the United States will meet
in sixteenth
annual convention at
the Jamestown exposition on Oct. 15
to 18. Governor Curry has appointed the following to represent the
New Mexico national guard at the
meeting: Dr. J. F. I'earce. of Albuquerque; Dr. Jl. M. Smith, of Ivis
Vegas; Dr. S. A. Mllliken, of Silver
City; Dr. P. M. Carrlngton of Fort
Stanton; Dr. G. A. Bushnell, of Fort
Bayard, and Dr. J. A. Massie, of Santa Fe.
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Gold Weather

CATARRH

J. Frank Kinney and William II.
us Vegas
Kinney have arrived in
from California, Ky.
Mrs. S. N. LaiiKhlln, wife of the
In fact the excavations for the struc- manager of the Eaton land grant,
ture are now under way and have was a visitor in Santa Fe yesterday.
born for nearly a month.
Jr., J. W. Richards and
The lart that the first shipment H. C. E.Hess,
Richards of Holbrook, Ariz.,
of the steel is on the way makes It are
In Las Vegas today on business.
certain that the actual construction
C. Talbot and wife have arrived in
of the great machine shop will soon
Advice and Simple Home ReLas Vegas from Indianapolis and
be under way.
will make their future home dn Las
cipe to Cure.Catarrh of
Official orders were received today Vegas.
from the superintendent of the railIsmaol Vlibnrrl sheep raiser and
way mall service to commence railAll Kinds.
near Tlerra
Amarllla. Rio
way mail service between S:intn Ke farmer
county, was among yesterArriba
and Torrance over the Santa Fe Cen- day's arrivals in Santa Fe.
tra! Hallway today at noon, Hallway
Miss R. E. Wllklow, of Tesuque,
The coming months will be a harMail Clerk Kugene G. Conroy to
yesterday for Madrid. In the
vest for the doctors and patent medstart at the Torrance end and Clerk left
county,
part
of
Fe
southern
Santa
icine
manufacturers unless great
Fe
Bascomb Whorley at the Santa
care Is taken to keep the feet dry,
In consequence the Santa where phe will teach school.
terminal.
foralso dress warmly.
Dr. A. J. Casnor, a dentist,
Fe office will cease making separate
has arrived In
This Is the advice of a well known
pouches for each of the ofliccs along merly of Chicago
purnegotiating
Js
to
authority and should be heeded by
Fe
and
many
Santa
In
and
Central
Fe
the Stinta
all who are subject to rheumatism,
Instances mail will arrive at its des- chase the .business of Dr. C N. Lord.
kidney and bladder troubles and esMrs. Charles Allen left Las Vegas
tination a day sooner than formerly.
pecially catarrh. While the latter Is
Binthis afternoon for her home In
considered by most, sufferers an inA party of Santa Fe officials
nee, after visiting a couple of weeks
curable disease, there are few men
General Superintendent I. I with frlendg and relatives
In Las
or women who will fall to experHibbard. Division Superintendent J. Vegas.
ience great relief from the following
H. Hitchcock, Coast Line Track InRudulph,
superln
Mllnor
school
simple
home prescription, and If
spector McNeil and Hoadmaster Wal" tendent of yuay county, who
taken In time it will prevent an atter F. I'errls started out yesterday been visiting with relatives In has
Las
tack
of
on an inspection of tracks from San Vegas
catarrh during the entire
left yesterday for his home In
season.
Bernardino, Cal., traveling on the Tucumcari.
Here Is the prescription which
motor Inspection car No. 1. They
any one can mix: Fluid Extract DanW. Y. Black and wife of La Junta,
flrrt made a circuit of the loop line
delion one-ha- lf
ounce. Compound
ami then took a trip over the lines arrived in Las Vegas last evening for
Kargon one ounce Compound Svrup
a visit of several days with relatives.
to Sa:i Jacinto and Temaeula.
Mr. Black is chief clerk for SuperinSarsnparllla
three ounces. Shake
well In a bottle and use in teaspoon-fu- l
Martin Belmer, of the office of tendent Parker.
doses after each meal and again
General Storekeeper Custer, at San
Mrs. George H. Hunker and baby
at bedtime.
Bernardino, Cal., Is in the city visit- left Las Vegas yesterday afternoon
These are mostly vegetable Ingreing friends. He will also go to his for Moberly, Mo., where Mrs. Hundients and can be obtained from any
former home In Ft. Madison, Iowa, ker will spend about six weeks at
good prescription pharmacy at small
before returning to ,hls duties at San her former home.
cost.
Bernardino.
Mrs. Sarah Strass and Miss Rose
The Compound Kargon
In
this
Mary Mosgrove have returned to
prescription acts directly upon the
Charles Harter, of Morrlstown, In- their
in
Mo.,
Hannibal,
homes
after
visiting
city
several
Is
in
elimlnatlve tissues of the kidneys to
diana.
the
visit in Ls Vegas with Mr. and
employes of the Santa Fe shops, aMrs.
make them filter and strain from the
Frank Strass.
blood, the poisons that produce all
with whom he formerly worked.
Contractor F. P. Crtchton and son, Until Prices Rise All Output forms of catarrhal affections. Relief
Al Morris, who has been checking R. J. Crichton of Santa Fe, Jeft on
is often felt even after the first few
up the Harvey curio rooms here for a hunting trip to Mount Baldy and
doses and it Is seldom that the sufWill
Held
be
gone
hps
at
AVlnsIow,
upper
to
some weeks,
Santa Fe county, and will be
ferer ever experiences a return atgone until October 10.
Ariz., on a similar mission.
tack within the year.
Mines.
This prescription makes a splendid
Mrs.
T.
Robert
Taul has left Las
James Duncan, of Amarlllo. Tex., Vegas for
remedy for all forms of blood disorher former home at
will arrive this evening to accept a
ders and such symptoms as lame
I. T., where she goes to look
position with the Santa Fe.
back, bladder weaknesses and rheuafter business matters and to visit
Ariz.. Oct. 1. The 'Gold matism pains are
Clifton.
entirely dispelled.
with
relatives
and
friends.
James Seovell, formerly a switchBelt Development company, of the
As this valuable, though simple,
J. Nestor Ortiz, of Los Angeles Cllfton-Morenman here. Is In the city from Los
district, has suspend- reolpe comes from a thoroughly
rewho has land and live stock inter- ed Its ore shipments, owing to the
Angeles.
source, it should be heeded by
ests in Conejos. Colo., and, 4n Tor- drop in copper, and is for the pres- liable
every afflicted reader.
the dump with
To check a cold quickly, get from rance county, this territory, was a ent piling the ore onerecting
a ten
the expectation of
your druggist some little Candy Cold guest yesterday in (Santa Fe.
Health In the Canal Zone.
Marion and Omar Barker, chil- stamp mill to crush their own ore.
Tablets called Preventics. Druggists
The high wages paid make It a
tonn
everywhere are now dispensing Pre dren of S. L. Barker, of Beulah. ar- T.hn.. I.. .!..... 1,, l.l,w.l..wl
mighty
temptation to our young arventics, for they are not only safe, rived In Las Vegas from their home Htm worth of ore ready for the mill. tisans to join the force of skilled
yesterday afternoon and started to
A shaft that Is down 200 feet with workmen
but decidedly certain ami prompt.
needed to construct the
vein from 3 to 8 feet mills J20 per Panama Canal. Many are restrained
Preventics contain no quinine, no school in that city this morning.
D. L. Lujan, son of Hon. Mateo ton. also
on another property, a however by the fear of fevers and
laxative, nothing harsh nor sickening.
Taken at the "sneeze stage" Preven Lujan, assessor of Union county, is double compartment shaft exposes a malaria. It Is the knowing ones
tics will prevent Peumonla, Bronchi- in Trinidad, en route to Washington, copper vein 12 feet wide which aver- those who have used Electric Bitters,
ages 17 per cent copper.
tis, La Grippe, etc. Hence the name, t. C, where he will enter the
who go there without this fear, well
Preventics. Good for feverish childof Georgetown univerThe company has expended $40,-00- 0 knowing they are safe from malariren. 48 Preventics 25 cents. Trial sity.
work.
Their ous influence with Electric Bitters on
in development
boxes 5 cts. Sold by All Dealers.
Attorney General Albert B. Fall Is claims cover 4 00 acres. It owns five hand. Cures blood poison too, bilin St. Louis attending the convention miles of Al wagon road from Gold iousness, weakness and all stomach,
of attorneys generals of the states Gulch to the mines; has boarding liver and kidney troubles. Guaranand territories of the union which houses, an assay office and business teed by all druggists. 60c.
oflice and bunk houses
will be held there today and tomorand also
row.
barns.
HAIR DRESSER
?n CHIROPO-DISHOW THEY STAND
Oilier M inert.
Celestino Ortiz, of Santa Fe. left
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors oppoat noon today for Estancia. which
The property adjoins the Standard
National Ijenmie.
place will be the future residence of Consolidated mines and is under
the Alvarado and next door to
the site
Won. Lost. Pot. himself and family.
Sturges'
cafe. Is prepared ' to give
Mr.
Ortiz will management of A. E. Beauchamp.
42
.710 open a grocery store, at the
103
Chicago ,
county
The management of the Standard thorough scalp treatment, do hair
88
66
.610 seat of Torrance county.
Pittsburg . .
and InConsolidated
mines is building a dressing, treat corns, bunions massage
82
67
.550
New York
growing
gives
She
nails.
M.
store
ore
A.
south
of
its
bins
Htanton
near
the
night
lost
returned
64
77
.546
Philadelphia
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
79
.451 to Santa Fe after a month's vacation Coronado railroad.
65
Brooklyn .
The structure consists of stone Bambini's own preparation of com84
62
.425 spent at his old home In Portsmouth,
Cincinnati .
13
feet high In the front plexion cream builds up the skin and
89
.382 Ohio and this morning resumed his basement
65
Boston
and Is
and 9 feet and 4 Inches In the rear, Improves the complexion,
99
.327 duties as clerk in the general offi-.
48
St. Louis
ces of the Santa Fe Central railway-with store room above of 26 feet, 4 guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
4
cures
prepares
by
51
a
Inches
tonic
feet,
also
hair
will
that
inches.
It
E. W. Hart, architect, has left Las
American league.
Won. Lost. Pet Vegas for his former home at Co- be Iron studded, lathed and plaster- and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
56
.608 lumbus, Ohio, where he. will visit ed.
87
Detroit
(Messrs. Averill & Werner have the removes moles, warts and superfluous
68
.601 ten days. He will be accompanied
83
Philadelphia . ..
expect
contract
to
and
have
the
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
.582
61
on
85
Chicago
his return by his father. Judge
63
.572 Alfonso Hart of Washington. D. C. store ready for occupancy in four machines.
For any blemish of the
84
Cleveland
weeks.
78
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
.458
66
Nev York
Eugene
sisMls
Manderfleld
The
Standard
and
Copper
Consolidated
65
81
.445 ter,
St. Louis
Mrs. George W. Armljo, and the Centre group Is now In pay ore and
DeWltt's Little Early Risers are
.407
86
59
Boston
young son of Santa Fe. left down 290 feet. On it a new 12 horse good
4 7
for any one who needs a pill.
96
Washington
.38 latter's
last evening for HI Paso, where they power engine has been Installed.
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly A Co.
GAMES.
YESTEKDAY'S
National lcaciie.
At St. Louis: St. Louis, 5; Boston. 1.
Pittsburg, 2; PhilaAt Pittsburg:
delphia, 3.
At Chicago: Chicago, 6; New
York, 0.
Cincinnati, 6;
Cincinnati:
At
Brooklyn, 3.
weii-miorm- ea
i
Ijcngtie.
At Philadelphia: Philadelphia and
is to learn as to the relative standing and reliability of the leading manufacturDetroit battled for 17 Innings until
darkness stopped the game, with the
ers of medicinal agents, as the most eminent physicians are the most careful as to
score 9 to 9.
the uniform quality and perfect purity of remedies prescribed by them, and it is well
At Boston: Boston, 3; Chicago, 3.
d
generally that the California Fig Syrup
known to physicians and the
(Game called at the end of the fourteenth Inning on account of darkof its correct methods and perfect equipment and the ethical character of
by
reason
Co.,
ness.)
its product has attained to the high standing in scientific and commercial circles which
Washington, 6;
At Washington:
Cleveland, 0.
is accorded to successful and reliable houses only, and, therefore, that the name of the
2;
St.
York,
New
At New York:
Company bus become a guarantee of Uie excellence of its remedy.
Louis, 4.
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Should Remind You
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That You Need a

Coal or Wood
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Recently Invented Apparatus
Said to Excell All
Present Styles.
1.
a
On
Oct.
Austin, Texan,
straight track, locomotive enRiners
can see more than three quarters of

a mile ahead, with the electric headlight recently perfected by B. It.
liacy of the iJalveston, Harrisburg
and fan Antonio railway. Exhaustive
Service trials have proved that the
new device In reliability and usefulness. Is second only to the air brake.
The new headlight Is simplicity Itself, and it so thoroughly meets railroad conditions that it will stand the
Jar of a running locomotive and yet
produce a powerful concentrated
beam of light, uniform and steady.
The more general adoption of electric headlights has been largely retarded by the fact that the types
were not sufficiently reliable In operation, and were too fragile and
complicated to be kept in order by
the regular locomotive repairman.
The new type lamp has been developed to overcome these difficulties
and Its design shows the genius of
the practical railway man In every
detail.
Severely Tested.
It has been demonstrated that the
great power of the new light enables
engineers to make much better use
of the air brakes, so that the trains
can be brought to a standstill In time
of
to prevent
accidents.
Instead
training his eyes at a poorly lighted
point possibly a thousand feet ahead,
as Is the case with the usual form
of oil headlight, the engineer sees
clearly, without special effort, not
only the rails ahead, but enough of
y
(he
to give him a comcondiplete grasp of surrounding
tions.
run
the
For furnishing current to
headlight a small rotary engine Is
provided, and upon the same base Is
a direct, connected generator. Working parts are well protected by substantial rnetal cases and cannot get
out of order under ordinary running
conditions. As the generator operates
only one lamp, the amount of electricity generated ts so small that no
one could be injured by accidental
contact with the circuits.
right-of-wa-

.FREIGHT tUF.W nUIFI
Il TKILU'HEri WltECK

Bakerstleld, Oct. 1. At the corIn this city this
afternoon over the remains of the six
Greeks killed in the collision on
last night the
mountain
facts which place the blame on the
shoulders of the freight crew were
developed. Although the Southern
Pacific official promised to have the
crew of the freight present to give
their version, they failed to appear.
After taking the testimony of the
work train crew the inquiry was adjourned until Monday.
Three brakemen of the work train
testified that the train was running
them a clear
under orders giving emerging
from
track. They were
tunnel No 17 when they saw the
freight train bearing down on them
riding
at a rapid rate. The trainmen
outside had barely time to Jump and
warned Conductor Carnes who was
the
In the caboose. He applied
brakes and jumped. In doing so he
suffered a fractured ankle. A brake-ma- n
asserts thut a fuse was burning
on the train as an extra precaution.
The whereabouts of the freight train
crew are not known, they were last
heard of at Tehachepi.

oner's inquest held

t

STiu

crriiAri stf.fi,
on itorxi) iiorsE

San Bernardino, Colo., Oct. 1.
The first structural pteel for the
great Santa Fe machine shop, to be
erected in this city, is on the way,
having left the manufacturer In the
east about the middle of the month.
It Is expected to arrive In Kan Bernardino some time during October.
irhe new machine shop will be BIO
jtlzO feet in size and will occupy the
present site of the boiler shop and
run north almost to the south line
of Kingman avenue. It will be one
f the largest machine shops owned
by any railway line In the entire
west and be fitted up with the most
modern machinery available.
tural steel for the great
The
trusxes under the roof and for other
lortlons of the building has been un"
construction some time and as
fast as it can be got on the ground
'he work will be allowed to proceed.
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Cheap for Cash or on Pay"We Set 'em Up.

ments.

W. V. FUTRELLE, Albuouerque, N. M.

Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A.Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

J. D. Eakln. Pmldent
O. Qloml, vic Pmldeat.

-

Cta.

ALBUQUERQUE
NEV MEXICO

Vellnl,

O. Backeckl,

eraotr?

Tref-- i

Consolidated Liquor Company
Sueeeaaora to
MCUNI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKmAL
DKALmRB IN

i

cl

J. Korber & Co.

Write in for
Catalogue and Price

Eu-faul- a,

'

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
k0p
trirythlng la ttoek to outfit iho
laitldloui bar eomplttm

Wa

taoMt

S?VM.bM PP(ntf axclualva agenU In th
. ft.
outhw4 to
SchllU, Wm. I;tmp and
Louie A. B. C. Brawarlet;
Grean Rlvar, V. H. McBrayer'a Cadar Brook, Loula Hunter,Yailowatona,
T. J Men-arcand other atandard krnda ot whleklee toe numaroua te
mantle.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
tra,ht artlda M received by ua from tie beat laerlea,
S?t..l!?,Lth
plat'lleriea and Brtweriee In Ue United &tat a. Call
ear
Stock and Prion, or write for IUnatratcd CaUlvaaa aad lnaaeet
trie Uvt
laVatlaln in ilaalava m1.

t
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BASE BALL

Tj

Albuquerque carriage Co.

......

cGT)
une oi trie important Duties ot rnysicians ana (j
tne
oi tne wona

AiiM-rUtu-

Well-Informe-

25c.
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Well-Informe-
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OUR HARNESS

4

DEPARTMENT

Offers a wide choice iu light and heavy Harness of all kinds Try Us.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
Corner first St. and TIJtra Ave.

0

Louisville, Ky.

Pbone No.

First Street.

483

d

Southwestern

A lue Company

Brewery

d

BUILDERS'
Native anil

Ktc.

J.

San Francisco, Cal,
U S. A.
London, England.

IliiiUlliiK
Ktc.

C.

AND

Chirac
I'aiH-r-

,

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

I. miliar. Slit'rw

l'laMer, I J inc. Cement,

ila.

Iulut

None Ilet-U-- r.
Sash, loors. K.U,

423 South First

BALDRIDCE

'mcmomQomcmotKyecmamcmcmcmomomo
A. C. IilMCKE and JOHN S. MITC1IEIX Invite their friend
New Mexico healqiiartera at

to make

The Hollcnbeck Hotel

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

JFMF'A. LEAVES 211
EE11Y MORNING AT

Sick Heartache.
Malurial J ever.
This disease Is caused by a deThe genuine has rangement of the stomach. Take a
prlvule s t a in i dose of Chamberlain's Stomach and
over neck or pot Liver Tablets to correct this disorder
tie.
and the sick headache will disappear. For sal by all Druggists.

d

e

Co.

WEST
5 O'l'MK'K.

s

621 North

in every walk of life and are essential to permanent sucappeal to the
cess and creditable standing, therefore we wish to call the attention of all who would
enjoy good health, with its blessings, to the fact that it involves the question of right
living with all the term implies. With proper knowledge of what is best each hour
of recreation, of enjoyment, of contemplation and of effort may le made to contribute
.to that end and the use of medicines dispensed with generally to great advantage, but
as in many instances a 6imple, wholesome remedy may be invaluable if taken at the
proper time, the California Tig Syrup Co. feels that it is alike important to present
truthfully the subject and to supply the one perfect laxative remedy which has won
acceptance of the
because
the appoval of physicians and the world-wid'of the excellence of the combination, known to all, and the original method of manufacture, which is known to the California Fig Syrup Co. only.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known under the name of
acceptance as the most excellent of
Syrup of Figs and has attained to world-wid- e
family laxatives, and as its pure laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well
of the world to be the best of natural
known to physicians and the
laxatives, ws have adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
Senna as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtless it will always be
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs and to get its beneficial effects always
California Fig Syrup Co.
note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company
Syrup of
plainly printed on the front of every package, whether you simply call for
Figs or by the full name Syrup of l igs and IMixir ot Senna as Syrup ot l igs ana
is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Elixir of Senua
Syrup of Figs which has given
Co. and the eame heretofore known by the name
satisfaction to millions. The genuine is for sale by nil leading druggists throughout
the United States in original packages of one size only, the regular price of which
is fifty cents per bottle.
Every bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, D. C, that the remedy is not adulterated or
misbranded within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906.
Well-Informe-

$1,500 IXCEVDIXRY

TO
ST;EGOLD

,''!

S

TRUTH AND QUALITY

Ixwt and Found.
Lost, between 9.30 p. m., yesterday
and noon today, a bilious attack,
with nausea and sick headache. Thin
loss was occasioned by finding at a
drug store a box of Dr. King's New
Life Pills, the guaranteed cure for
biliousness, malaria and Jaundice.

YOU'RE POORLY

Nwr

xSntirtC

2

IN TS

BLAZE AT I..VS VEGAS
Las Vegas, N. M , Oct. 1. The furniture store of Johnson & Son, opposite the city hall on Main street, was
set atire Sunday nigl.: by some party
unknown and before the flames were
IF
extinguished the stock
ts Totally
burned and the building a wreck.
o
Is $4,500.
There had been
You really ought to commence tak- noThe
In the building Sunday, hence
ing HoMettcr'i hloiiiiu-llluein and It isonecertain
that the tire was Incengive it u chance to prove conclusiveNone of the tock was saved
ly that It can make you well again. diary. lodgers
ubove the store made
and
I or SI yetUM it has been making and their escape with
difficulty.
keeping sickly people well und will
do t
much r.'r ju, two.
your
At
neglect
stomach.
Don't
the first indication of trouble take,
something that will help 1'. along in
Hostetter's
its work of digesting the food you
eat. Kodol for Indigestion and dysStomach
pepsia will do this. Sold by J. H.
Bitters O'Hielly & Co.
FOH
A HOT
TIME COMING
OHIIIMHIIUl- - PEOI'IjK
WHO HVY (Hit HEAT-I'.Huriilly
lMSIMiAY.
from
ttl
SEE
V1IMV
the St III I It A: warlick, RAYNOLDS
nre tlrui:
STOMACH latent
and beat HOLDING.
in e d i c n e any
Nearly all cough cures, especially
man or woman
can take to build those that contain opiates, are consup rundown
tipating. Kennedy's laxative Cough
temH, Kleady the Syrup contains no opiates and act
gently on the bowels. Pleasant to
nerves or cure
take. For sale oy J. H. O'Hielly &
Heartburn,
I laluli iu'v.
Sour KlKlngtt,
litdigeMlon,

We have a Fine Assortment
Heaters bought in car lots.
Prices and quality defy com-

Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship

New York, N. Y.

t

and patronage

In

appreciated.

Courtesy

and

attention to roef ti Is a pleasure to ua. Hollcnbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Pepot and beach Una cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
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COOKING

SOLOMON

IT KING

SHOWS

STRIKE

II DAY

Southslder Asks Wife Some Big Body of Ore Found on
500 Foot Level In That
Pertinent Questions From
Producer.
School Papers.

FT

'1

said,
Southslder
Mr.
"Martha,"
"what l cooking?"
a
up
with
Mrs. HnuthHlder sat
start.
she be- 'I don't smell anything
"I didn't mean It that way." her
husband said. "1 want the definition
of rooking."
dis"Oh." said Mrs. Southslder
gustedly.
"Well, what Is it?"
Mr. Southslder picked up one or
ten little slips of paper he had
spread out before him at the desk
and read, "Cooking is applied chemistry."
His wife bit her lip and picked up
some sewing.
"Martha, what are the principal
Uses of water?"
Mr.
so
There was no answer,
Sonth.ider read again:
" 'Water
its principal uses are to
quench thirst, promote circulation,
regulate bodily temperature, remove
vaiUe matter, to nourish, to stimulate nervous action.' "
Mrs. Southslder was having hard
work to control her temper.
"Martha," asked Mr. Southslder
again, "do you know how much a
speck Is?"
".No." (Bitterly.)
On the Tip of a Knlfo.
is as
"Then I'll tell you. 'A speck
much as will " lie on the Up of a
pointed knife.'
There was a period of silence while
Mr. Southslder again looked over his
Blips of paper.
"Martha, Martha, dear the differ
ence between dirt and dust, please?
Martha was sewing like a sweatshop laborer.
""Dirt is anything unclean," read
Mr. Southslder. "'It may be animal,
vegetable or mineral. Dust Is of the
same composition as dirt. It Is dirt
powdered so fine as to float in the
air.' "
on
A bright spot of red burned
each of Martha's cheeks, but Mr.
unheeding.
Southslder went on
he asked sweetly,
"My dear."
"what Is animal casein "
"I don't know," answered his wife
.shortly, "and nobody else knows."
Mr. Southslder dropped his voice
two octaves.
"the
"Dear me," he muttered,
verv school children know that nowadays. It's a proteoid of milk. 'It
constitutes nearly 3.3 per cent of the
by acids,
milk. It Is coagulated
causing a solid curd to separate
from the liquid part of the milk. The
liquid part Is then called whey, and
the coagulated casein curd.'
at your
"I'm positively shocked you
know
ignorance.
But perhaps
something about the care of the re-

frigerator?"

Angry.
Mih Suutlirtirter
Down went Mr. Southsider's sewsprang
to her feet.
ing as she
she
Jacob Southslder,"
"John
wild.
me
screamed, "you'll drive
"What are those papers? Give them
here this minute or I'll "
about."
"Nothing to be excited
ald Mr. Southslder calmly. "They're
only Sarah's cooking lessons the
cooking lessons from her course In
They
that Denver school, my dear. towels,
tell all about the care of dish
to
boll
garbage cans and sinks, how
rice and bake potatoes and how to
make sour milk cheese and white
fondant together with the interesting fact that 'the greatest objection
to commercial candy is that It's impure "
Mrs. Southslder had fled, but John
Jacob couldn't resist one last paragraph before he crumpled up the
papers und threw them in the waste
basket.
"Water Is the natural beverage,"
he read, "but custom has given us
several other beverages, more or less
artificial."
"How true." he exclaimed, taking
down the "History of Western Europe" and drawing out a flash from
behind it. "How true and how Interesting!"
o

Stomach troubles Tieart and kidney
ailments, can be quickly corrected
with a prescription known to druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restorative. The prompt and surprising relief which this remedy immediately brings Is entirely due to its restorative action upon the controlling
nerves of the stomach, etc.
A weak stomach, causing dyspepsia, a weak heart with a palpitation or intermittent pulse, always
means weak stomach nerves or weak
heart nerves. Strengthen these inside or controlling nerves with Dr.
Snoop's Restorative and see how
disappear.
quickly these ailments
Dr. Slioup of Racine, Wis., will mail
samples free. Write for them. A
test will tell. Your health Is certainly
worth this sitrple trial. Sold
ty- - all druggists.
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Keniia. X. M., Oct. J. This town,
in the Pecos valley,
one of th
wus almost wiped out by u tire which
started in the Kenna Record office
Sunday night. The First National
bank and many other business and
residence buildings were destroyed.
bi-s- t

Indigestion
Stomach trouble It but iTmptom of. and nnt
In itvlf a true diieaee. We think ot Mp-pi- ,
Uutnburo. and Indiguetioo a real ditea. je
tjinptomi ooir ol a oertaia iiwcitio
tber are
Nerve gickneas nothing else.
It wai thit fart that flnt correctly 14 Dr. Ehonn
in the rruatiou ol tint now very popular Ktomai h
Kerned; Ur. Shonp't KxMorative. Oolng direct
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that luivvue
and favor to Dr. boopand hit Kratorative. Without that original and highly vital principle, no
Such lting arcompliahnvnu were over to be had,
sunnarh ditret, bluating, billouaae&, bad
bntath and sallow eomplxiu, Iri Dr. bhoop 1
KHorativ TabWu or Liquid aud tee for your.
what it ran and will do. We tell and chtmfr
alf
fully recomiuaud

Fr

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

Prescott, Ariz., Oct. 1. A body of
gold bearing ore of very high grade
was recently opened in the 600 Jevel
The new find
of the King Holumon.
is a continuation of an ore shoot the
In the mine.
longest ever opened
The paystreak Is now the entire
width of the drift and shows on the
hanging wall side of the drift, indicating that it is of much greater
width. The drift is being pushed
ahead and crosscut will be run to

the hanging wall later to determine
the size of the deposit.
On the liurrage claim, adjoining
the King Solomon group, F. X.
O'Brien la having a hoist installed at
a
shaft, which will be unwatered. O'Urien plans to run his
drifts on the vein at the BOO level.
Some high grade ore has been mined from his claim and it is the general opinion that another good producer will be developed there.
At the camp of the Lookout Copper company in the relate Creek district, the work of instafllng the new
boiler and hoisting engine, recently
delivered, is being pushed and the
company is making preparations to
start the development of its holdings
on a larger scala than ever .before.
iSOO-fo-

Boys Look Best in
XTRACOOQ Clothes

IIuffalo-Arizoii- a.
na

gold-beari-

Sunday anywhere
AT and at allontimes
you want your
boys to look as well as any. And better if possible.
It all depends on the c'othc?. you
buy. Most kinds lr.ck fit, siiar,-- , style,
neatness and rood taste; poor matc- rials and poorer tailoring: arc respon
sible.
school

v

LOANS

ABSTRACTS

Intaranee companle. Telephone y the amount you
want on your reeldenee
and household goods. It

Have negotiated loana
on Albuquerque real estate for the past 20 year,
without a tingle 10a to
loaner. Safety and
to both parties.

Abstract of title
on Bernalillo County proparerty on short notice. The only set of
booh that I up to
date. Price reasonable.
ab-ttra-

ct

All under ditch, and sixty

acres under cultivation. Remainder of land is virgin soil free from alkali, and suitable for meadow, alfalfa and gardening. Good location
for a colony. Splendid investment for dividing up and selling in small
tracts, or by putting it all under cultivation. Will average 125 tons of

a-lYi-rvClothing
& Furnishings
Fine
-!--

ed

1000 Acres of Valley Land
In a body within six miles of Albuquerque.

n

turn-Ish-

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

Let us show our ttylcs for boys and children.
Ages ZV, to 17. Trices $5 to $12.

ivi.

Telephone 10

Fire Insurance

la dangeroua to delay.

"-

hay and alfalfa per annum at present.

Price $25.00 Per Acre

HUNTER'S POINT WAY BE FIRST
OF BIG PACIFIC NAVAL BASES

FOll SALE.
bargain for this week

A

$3.150

FOll SALE.
brick residence
with large grounds of finest
garden land. Barn and poultry houses. Fruit and shade
of
trees. Within threa
street railway.

pay-mn-

Experts Look With Favor on Land
Locked Bay and Its

ron rent.

For rent

limine

Environs!

parts of city.

FOK SALE.
lots with two
brick business houses. Qood
Investment, with certainty of
speedy advance In value.

$(1000

different

In

FOR SALE.
.Railroad frontage property. West side of Bant a Fa
track, 76x200 feat .n corner.
Very dealnble fi; coal stds,
or other business requiring
side tracks, Close In.

$2800

S2H50

residence, modonly;
ern. In fourth ward. Nearly
new, 3 full lots, fine lawnt.
Eaiy
and shade, barn. very
desirLocation
able.

Call at office

for list.

Von SALE.
Modern
cottage,
3 lots, close In.. Easy payments.

2

$1806

oooooooooooooooo

American
Royal
Live Stock
Show

The St. Elmo

October

1.2 0 West Railroad

Ticker)

on onto Oct.

Itata

16.

$10.70.

it tH t. 21st.
Map or Sun Francisco nay, one of tin Kivauwt liarliurs In tlio World,
Ml lowing
lHiitioii of iiiinu-r'Point.
Hunters Point, Cal., Oct. 1. Be anchor fleet, the lack of which Is
rause of the inspection of the Kan principal complaint against Mare Is
Francisco
Drydock Co.
property
here, it is believed that the govern, land.
mile from Union Iron works,
mcnt Intends buying it together with a One
gigantic workshop, In which work
the I'nlon Iron works and converting on four battleships can
proceed at
it Into a gigantic' naval base for the one time.
Pacific fleet.
Already equipped with two
s,
It is understood that the board of
owned by San Francisco
k
naval officers who have been
Co., 5.6R0 and 6.760
feet in
various sites on the coast length, respectively.
Hither
would
favors this location. Naval men, in accommodate the largest
warship In
interviews, have stated that this Is our navy. The one drydock
at Mare

Iteturn

house or barn use M.

12 to
lim-

EEs
Masonic Meeting Carlsbad, N. M., Oct 21 to 26

Albuquerque

Con-gres- s,

Ilutc

for tlio round
trip. Ticket on Mile Oct. 15,
10, 17 and 1H.
ltd urn limit
Oct. 31.

.

B

T

HI

a.

a. 1

Foundry and

Machine

Works

f.

9

O

90JOmomOajOOjoejomjo)0900&ojOoojOw

W.

$37

311-31-

$

taricl
Livery
Silver Avenue.
Went

THE

1

GO.

.
MALL. Proprlmtor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumbar Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column aad Iroa
Front for Buildings.
Repairs on Mining and Mill Mmohlnmry m apoolalty
Foundry east aid of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. M.

Ticket on salo Oct. 19, 20.
21. to i:i ln
or TrtiiMml,
nlo., at rate of one fare for

Farmers' National
Oklahoma City,
O. T Oct 17 to 27, '07.

1

LUMBER

Corner Third and Marquette

rouml trip. Iteturn limit Oct.

And many other painful and serious
ailments irom wmcn moii mouicrs
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
Mothers Frleid.
1 Ins great remedy
to women, carrying
is a God-sen- d
ttem through their most critical
ordeal with safety and no pain.
Friend" need fear the suffering
'Mothcr'S
No woman who uses
for
it robs the ordeal of its horror
and danger incident to birth;
and child, and leaves her m
of
mother
life
and insures safety to
recov r y The child is
speedy
to
favorable
more
a condition
also healthy, strong and
ood natured. Our book
Motherhood," is worth
its weight in gold to every
woman, and will be sent free in plain
envelope by addressing application to
Cfddficld Regulator Co. Atlanta, Gd.

P. paints.

Phose 8

2tli.

lIl'XTKItS I'OIXT, AS IT LOOKS TODAY.
the Ingical site and that with the Island, 606 feet at top and 418 feet
Pioximity or the Union lrfn works, at bottom, would not do this.
Mare Island navy yard arid CHlifornia
location near scores of commerCity coaling station, it would be the cial docks all within San Francisco
most strategic and powerful bae in bay would allow ships to go from
the world.
one point to another without danger
Hunters Point on Kan Francisco of attack by an enemy's fleet outside
bay, Is surrounded by hills o that of bay, fearful to enter because of
attack by the enemy's fleet outside of the presence in tiolden Gate of nuthu harbor would be impracticable. merous mines.
San Francisco Drydock Co.'s propWithin thlrly minutes of open sea, it
Is large enough to anchor the largest erly could be purchased
for about
4, (Mill. 01m and the I'nlon Iron works
fleet In roughest weather.
Within six miles of San Francisco for about tl, 000, 00.
where plenty of labor is available.
Excellent railroads terminal faclll- Kidney and BladTake DeWltf
tics.
der Pills for backache, weak kidneys
Climate desirable year around.
and Inflammation of the bladder.
Sufficient -- v:cp water off point to Sold by J. H. O'ltlelly & Co.

GRANDE

St

cmoaxyajcmajoaxejcmajoajcmoajomi

dry-dock-

.11.

CLUB BOOMS

can't be rubbed out Her are some:
Paint s the only preservative known
for buildings; the better the paint the
longer it lasts. The M. & p. paints
are rich In color, durable and don't
peel off.
If you are painting your

RIO

Dry-doc-

.Jto"'"Vv

SAMPLE A NO

Avencte

FACTS

s

i.

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

omrmoajnajoajcimomoaxajomcmrimcy

1907

14-1- 9,

Finest Whiskies

JOSEPEf BARNETT, Ptotft.

Kansas City, Mo.

gold-bearin-

Inline Ba a.
This Is mi ailment for which
Chamberlain's Pain Balm has proven especially valuable.
In almost
every Instance it affords prompt and
permanent
relief. Mr.
Luke La
ilrange of Orange, Mich., says of it:
using
plaster
a
and other remAfter
edies for three weeks for a bad lame
back, I purchased a bottle or Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and two appliFor sale
cations affected a cure."
by All Druggists.

Incorporated 1903

J

Agent for thm best ffre

XT3ooon ars entirely different;
mace after a higher standard, under
better conditions, of superior fabrics,
bysmarterworkmen. In making clothes
of better quality and more durability,
the manufacturers produce garments
that also look ripht. Clothing made as
VTRAoocn iSl lacks nothing: in appearance or wearing: qualities.
...

M. R. Summers, Secy.

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

Established 1888

219 West Gold

30-in-

PROPOSALS
FOR
BUILDING
MATERIALS,
ETC.
Albuquerque.
N. M., Sept. 14, 1907.
Sealed proposals, plainly marked on the outside
of the envelope "Proposals for Building Materials, etc.", and addressed to
the undersigned at Albuquerque. N.
M., will be received at the Indian
School until two o'clock p. m., of
Oct. 10, 1D07, for furnishing and delivering at the school as required
during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1K08, about 37,000 feet of lumber,
28,000 shingles, 84 doors, windows
18
and transoms,
columns, 102,000
brick. 16 squares Singles, 880 feet
of valley, 111 feet of stone sills, 1,357
square yards plastering, 250 barrels
cement. 2 boilers, 2 lavatories, 2 closets, a bath tub, and a quantity of
pipe, electrical
supplies,
radiation,
etc.. etc.. as per list and speclllcations
obtainable at the school.
Bidders
must state In their bid the proposed
price of each article to be offered under contract.
All articles so offered
will be subject to rigid Inspection.
The right is reserved to reject any or
all bids or any part of any bid If
deemed for the best Interests of the
service. Each bid must be accompanied by a certified check or draft
on gome United States depository or
solvent national bank, made payable
to the order of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs for at least 5 per cent
of the amount of the proposal, which
check or draft shall be forfeited to
the United States in case a bidder
receiving an award shall fail to execute promptly a satisfactory contract in accordance with his bid;
otherwise to be returned to the bidder. Bids accompanied by cash in
lieu of certified check will not be
considered. For further Information
appiv to BURTON B. CUSTER. SUPERINTENDENT.

J.

llUtRB.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

ot

Mining comThe Duftalo-Arlzopany has a force of mechanics installing a cyanide plant at the Parker
mill and is making
preparations to commence the development of the Parker group of
mines, recently taken over under
bond from S. A. Parker. The group
of 18 claims is located on the east
side of Turkey creek, about two and
one-ha- lf
miles by wagon road from
Turkey station. on the Uradshaw
Mountain railroad.
The locations
cover a series of
veins,
deconsiderably
which have been
veloped by Parker during the past
three years. He installed a
mill on the ground where the output was treated, giving good returns,
were taken
before the properties
over by the new concern.
Tlio ItcOnian.
Reports from the camp of the
Redman Mining, Milling & Smelting
company are to the effect that two
important strikes were made in the
Redman mine, which has encouraged
the management to such an extent
that may develop dnto the erection
of a mill and the opening of the
mine to a good depth. On the 100
level a
vein of heavy sulphide ore has been uncovered, and
In the 200 level 36 inches of the
same character of ore has been
struck dn one of the drifts. Samples
assayed show the average value to
be about 350 to the ton.
Reliable information reached here
from the JBradshaw mountains of a
very rich strike of high grade silver
ore made recently by Mrs. Jennie
Clurk, the pioneer woman prospector
of that region.
The new find was
made in the vlolnlty of the Great
Peck mine, which has a record In
silver production of over $3,000 000,
although its vein has never been
opened to any great extent below
the 600 level.
Kxtenxivo Plan.
An extensive scheme of development is being planned by the management of the Alma-Empir- e
Consolidated Mining company, which recently took over under bond the Empire and Alma groups of mltie. on
Groom creek. The deal followed a
thorough examination made ot the
Empire mine after the shaft was
unwatered.
The Kmplre shaft, now
about 400 feet In depth, will be eunk
to the 600 level ,and the stamp mill
overhauled and some new machinery
added. A pump has been ordered
for the Alma shaft, which will be
unwatered as soon as the pump Is
Installed, and sunk several hundred
feet deeper. The Alma and Empire
groups consist of 14 claims, covering
g
a series of
ledges that
can be traced
fpr some distance
through the mountains, and out of
which some of the highest grade ore
ever mined In the district has been
taken. The properties are located
about six miles south of this city.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Fttote

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marqttette

Reeling

Alboqoerqoe, New Mexico

YOU CAN SAVE
A checking account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you

TIIEV MAKE YOU FEEL GOOD!
Never disorder your digestion or
make life no longer worth the liv
Writing about cakes, pies and
ing.
other pantry from our ovens. Carefully made from high olasa materials why shouldn't they be goodT
Everybody knows about our bread.
Wiat? Tou don't T Better get acquainted.

PIONEER BAKERY
S07 Booth Flnt Sbwet,

MI

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience lor your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices
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DID YOU COME WEST?
THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN WHY
mountain
To rest, recuperate, hunt,
breathe fresh purs air,

scenery, get a change, live a new and fascinating life under new conditions
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
and get food that needs no pure food law.
That's why you came west!
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
There Is a beautiful little valley that nestles between the highest moun
tains of the Rockies on the upper Pecos river; Ideal altitude, 7,000 feet, and
temperature Identical with Albuquerque.
Its streams swarm with trout
The
the woods and ranges are filled with game large and small.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN and
W. S. STRICKLER
ranchers live the life of the west. There are mountain lion, bear, deer
and wolves for the hunter.
There are saddle ponies to be had for the
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
asking, rooms In a big, rambling ranch house with wide verandas,
tent
rooms or a cabin If you want It.
Tou see a
The days are never dull.
great ranch and the genuine western life.
Fresh milk, butter and eggs
svBsciurnox rates.
all you can drink and eat.
Sleep In blankets at nigh fish in your shirt
couldn't spend more than $9 n week If you
15.00 sleeves during the day.you You looking
One year by mall In advance
are
for.
Accommodations for both men
Its the place
&0 tried.
One month hy mnll
.60 and women.
One month by carrier within city limits
Inquire this office or address THE VALLEY RANCH. Pecos, N. M.
matter at the PostofHce of Albuquerque, N. M.,
Entered as secoml-ola.wider Act of Congress of March S. 1870.

The only Illustrated dally newspaper

In

w Mexico and

vertising medium of Uie Southwest.

the beet

CTTI7.KN IIAS:
The finest equipped Job department In Xew Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Ire9 and Auxiliary News Service.

For Saturday. We have New
York Count, a very large, fat

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

oyntcr, nothing finer for fry- lug. AKo Bine Point, direct
on long
from the grower
I sin ml Sound.

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

The country at present is watching Theodore Roosevelt even more
closely than It has during all of his presidential service.
The president is en route to inspect the great Mississippi river and incidentally to shoot a few bears in Louisiana.
But in addition the president is making; speeches and that is where public Interest centers.
Roosevelt never talks but what he says something of
considerable importance and 1t has been noised around Wall street and else
where that the speeches to be made on this great river trip, will contain
remarks of surpassing Importance.
He knows that the corThe president Is placed In a peculiar position.
is only
poration world that Is the world of questionable corporations
awaiting an opportunity to attack him In a vital spot.
In the interim, the corporations are making every business move with
a weather eye to what the president may have to say about their actions.
On Wall street, millions of dollars might be endangered among the stock
harks by an attack from the president along unexpected lines.
Consequently the president can avert or precipitate a crisis In financial
circles and do so simply by the utterance of a few unwise words.
There is no question that the president has much to say along these
He will be conservative to a great exlines while making .his present trip.
tent, so his friends fay, but Roosevelt conservatism Is not of the kind that
The president In hU
vents Itself In the utterance of mere nothinglsms.
speeches will deal with a number of very Important matters and will express his views more or less principally more.
That his speeches will be deeply Interesting is shown by the precaution
lie has taken to prevent their publication in any manner before they are
delivered.
The Associated Press has not sent out hundreds of copies of these speeohes
aa has been customary in the past and they will not be made public until
after they are delivered.
Commenting upon the Importance of the president's speeches, the St.
fays:
Louis
"This time the president Is going to keep the contents of his speeches
On
secret until they are printed In the papers Immediately after delivery.
his coming trip to and down the Mississippi he will make many addresses
The one which will be dewfilch will be of great Interest to the country.
livered In St. Louis on Wednesday will be of special consequence. Necessarily
Each of half a dozen
all these addresses have to be written out In advance.
which he will make on this trip will taks from an hour to an hour and a
Each will deal with questions of great Interest to the
half In delivery.
country as a whole'.
It has been the president's hablr, no 'matter what the
occasion may be, or what may be the leading topic in his addresses, to make
In many cases these little
some digressions into contemporary issues.
'asides' are of more Interest than the things on which he ostensibly sets out
to talk.
"The country will have a special Incentive to read every word which the
And the press of the
president says while he is in the Mississippi valley.
country will carry everything he says.
Heretofore the president has been
unfortunate In having favored persons, surreptitiously or otherwise, get pos-- ,
A few months
session of copleB of his speeches before they were delivered.
ago a magazine editor was allowed to put extracts from one of the president's talks in type a few days before It was delivered, on the Injunction
that tt should not be published until after the talk was made. The maga-BinIn order to reach Its distant subscribers, came out a day or two before
the speech was delivered, and part of its contents thus reached Wall street,
Naturally this offended
where persons who had the "tip" traded on It.
and embarrassed the president, and he will take precautions this time to
guard his addresses until they are made.
"It is not through the daily newspapers but from other sources, that
these-secretare divulged.
The advance copies of speeches which are sent
to the dally papers are always kept concealed until the permission for their
Hut the same delicacy and honesty
release comes, after the talks are made.
is not observed in the other quarters to which the favor of advance copies
Air. ltooseveus iuikh in iveoauK, bi. i,ouis, . uira
is sometimes exienaea.
and Memphis will not reach either the public or Wall street until after the
president himself gives them to the Immediate audience."
at
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When a community or state or a ship In the ocean discovers itself in a
tight place, the services of a conservative man are required, says the St
Louis Times.
Present day tendencies have In some quarters called for radicalism, but
the leader of radicals, at the instant critical to his own interest, will be
moved to his sanest action by the Impulse of conservatism.
In these blooming, booming days of rare prosperity, the conservative
man Is more than ever needed.
The radical leader may seek to take ad
vantage of national prosperity in support of the spurious.
Here, again, the
conservative citizen, the sound banker, the experienced man of real affairs
Intervenes on behalf of the whole public.
For the whole honett public, to its smallest part. Is interested vitally in
maintaining the social and financial order; and it Is only by sound conser
vatism. In good times and bad, that every form of danger Is averted.
de
The Citizen's esteemed contemporary, the Roswell Register-Tribun- e
plores the fact that a man of little means aspires to be our delegate to congress. The Citizen knows nothing of the sort to whom the Tribune refers but
The Citizen does not believe the statement that a poor man cannot go to
Washington without being corrupted. The Tribune in making such a statement either shows a woeful lack of a knowledge of mankind or else it knows
too much about the candidate of whom it speaks. Either one Is a reflection to
be resented.
The greatest public men the country has ever had have been
poor men.
Take Abraham Lincoln for instance.
Springer Stockman: It seems a safe bet, from the reports we have
from Albuquerque, that the man who misses this year's territorial fair Is
going to miss the show of his life.
Santa Ito'a Sun: As things are now moving on In New Mexico, there
appears nothing to prevent early admission of the territory in the union as
a sovereign state.

Uritlfh soldiers are now supplied with a combination wagon cover, over
coat, waterproof sheet and tent.
In war time it could probably be used a
a white flag.
As frequently predicted, the Japanese have welshed on the agreement to
modify tke existing treaty with this country so that laborers will be
.d. Now what?

The deadly carlnad of dynamite on the side track evidently Isn't re
land
moved by the railroads until It removes itself and the surrounding
scape.
Naturally the Pullman company will leave Tex:is rather than pay a
tax equivalent to in earnings.
The company will let the state go to sleep
Its own way.
Louisville Courier-Journcreated as much dlscus-lo-

FalstalT'H forty knights In buckram never
as Fairbanks' forty cocktails at luncheon.
:

n

The government has accused the Standard fill Co. of extortion
Oil Co. was going to accuse the government of It.

Ju-- t

as

the Standard

The reported Illness of Mr. Flagler suggests, sympathetically,
Blurt be somewhere in the offing a tubpoena.

that there

of the
The iUft HlilpiiM-nson, very line, but will bo high
owing to
In price this sen-iot

sea- -

n,

their great

BCartity.

Baca,

deputy Bheriff of
In Al

buquerque on business.
last
Lieut. W. H. Ball, returned
night from a visit to Las Vegas and
on
business.
official
Fe
Siiita
The First Regiment band returned
this morning fiom Socorro where It
made a most favorable impression.
Benevolent So
The
ciety will meet tomorrow morning
at 10 o'clock at the office of F. W.
Clancy.
Regular meeting of Fraternal Or
der of Eagles this evening at Red
Men's hall, lunch will be served. All
brothers invited.
John KJmm, formerly gate keeper
at the American Lumber company
plant, has accepted a position at O.
A. Matson's book store.
The saw mill at the American
Lumber company plant Is closed
down today In order that the log
carriages may receive Important
Died, yesterday morning at Berna
lillo, Miss Dolores Archebe at the age
of 20 years. The funeral was held

this morning at 9 o clock. Interment
at the Bernalillo, cemetery.
Died, last night, T. W.
Hooper,
aged 40 years, of Sioux City. Iowa.
The deceased had been in Albuqu&r- iut-- only ten (lays. Relatives in Iowa
have been notified and the remains
will probably be shipped to Sioux
L.uy

tor

per cent less than our

ff
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DON'T BUY FROM US

Block
F. H. Strong CornerStrong
2d and Copper
HOUSE FURNISHERS

young, this year's stock.
small, but very fine eating. We
also have a good supply of
frosl Snft duck, springs and
All

heiifi.

Hunter's

Creamery Butter Is without
exception tho flnct creamery
butter that comes to Alliu- qtierque. Try It.

TELEGRAPHIC

ABOUT TOWN
Seferlno

3

prices

Watch Ttiis Space lor Prices on the Celebrated "AC08N" Heating Stoves

Duriai.

The Barelas baseball team return

ed home this morning from Socorro,
where it defeated the tianta Fe Grays
in the tournament at the fair,
won one game and lost one,

lia-rel- as

and brought homo H66 as the wages
of the trip. All three teams enterea
won one game each ana tne purse
of J500 was divided equally between
them.
Frank Hubbell last evening en
tertained at dinner at the Alvarado
hotel five of the United States sheep
nspectors who have been conducting
their work in Jsew Mexico. The din
ner was served in five courses and
was an elaborate affair. Besides the
Doctors
host there were present:
Morrlssy, Wilkes, Gallagher
McCarguests
were
thy and Waugh.
The
cigars
and other refresh
served with
ments following the dinner.
A fire engine and hose cart from
Fighting the Flames made a prac
tice run on Gold avenue to the corner of Fifth street this afternoon and
Rave a fifteen minute exhibition of
throwing water on the vacant lot In
front of the Elks' opera house. The
no7zlemen stood on the side walk on
the north side of the street and threw
waer on the top of a large cotton
ouj tree standing near the alley, a
distance of forty-tw- o
feet. The scene
wan nowl to the residents of Albuquerque and drew quite a large crowd
of spectators.
Jose L. Lopez, of Santa Fe. who
caused a stampede in the last repub
llcati convention there for himself as
sheriff, but who would not accept
the nomination because of personal
and political reasons, spent today in
this city on personal business. Mr.
Lopez Is now Interested in mining
about sixteen miles northeast of San
ta Ke with the American Mining
company which will soon be shin
ping ore via Glorleta.
Mr. Ioper.
saya Santa Fe county is developing
some very valuable mining proper- tics.

After writing u number of letters
and ending telegrams,
and after
waiting over a month to hear from
lelntives. I'ndertaker II. K. Adams
today burled the body of G. J. Man
na, the man who died alone and des
tltute In a tent on New York avenue
Before he died Hanna refused to tell
of th, whereabouts of any relaives,
I pun the strength
of certain vague
clues Mr. Adams endeavored to lo
cate the dead man's relatives, but
without avail. The funeral was held
this morning at 10 o'clock from the
Adams chapel. Dill West Central
avenue.
About the middle of October the
firm of Lcy brothers, stock brokers
with rooms In the Harnett building
will remove their otllces to Denver
Colo.
White the firm has prospered
ilurlng its four years in this city,
tney reel that they will be petle
able to serve their customers from a
larger city and hence decided t'
move to Denver.
The business o
the firm comes from widely scattered
places throughout the southwest and
it will be Just as easy to serve thene
customers front Denver as from thl
city and at the same time the firm
believes it will be located to a bette
advantage.

i4VlVWtVl si vvaiviO
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers
ww

Delight

)

Santa Fe county spent today

33
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Merrit's Best

Lobsters

tffie President s 5pcecfi

tffie Conservative

are

ui uic wiwici

YOU

Turkeys

Sealshipt Oysters

THE ALnrorKUQUE

I9UT.

competitors, and you lose money when

The lending Republican daily and weekly newspaper of the Ronthwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."

Globe-Democr-

nil
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SATURDAY

FOR

FRESH

TOE AMirQlTntQrK CinZEX IS:
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We have just received our complete line

3
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Bedding, Comforts, Blankets

see
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MARKETS

The following quotations were re
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York, room 37, Barnett building
Aiuuquerque, Oct. 1:
New York Stock'!
Amalgamated Copper
60
87 H
American Smelters
3
American Car Foundry
Vg
86
Atchison
Anaconda .. '
0. . 39
89
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
46
Canadian Pacific
...165'
19vi
:oiorado Fuel
20
Erie ..i
G. N. Ore Ctfs
62
106
Louisville and Nashville
67
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
103 H
129
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania:
120
93
Heading com
com
18
Rock Island
83
Southern Pacific
119
St. Paul . .' ;
128
Union Pacific
V. S. S.
27
U. S. S. pfd
89
i
8
Greene Cananea
10
Shannon
109
Calumet and Arizona
24
Old Dominion
Copper Range
68
48
North Hutte
16
Butte Coal
Superior and Pacific
10
2
Santa Fe Copper
Kansas tlty IJvculock.
Kansas City, Oct. 1. Cattle re
ceipts 15,000. Market strong to 10c
higher. Southern steers 3.25 W 4.25;
outhern cows $2.25 liv 3.40; stockers
$3.00i 5.25; bulls $2.40(3.75; calves
I3.00tfr6.60; western steers 14.00
5.25; western cows $2.50 (ID 4.00.
Sheep
receipts 6,000.
Market
steady. Muttons $5.00 to 5.60 ; lambs
S a . 2 5 fi'
6.00ffu7.15; range wethers

Ammunition
eT

slV

viio

J

Ammunition By the Car Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

'

5.80; fed ewes

$

Bring in Your Wife!
?

Any man that is fortunate enough to have a wife will do well
to bring her along when ready to select his Fall and Winter Suit.

We Extend lo
o

Chicago Livestock.

Chicago, Oct. 1. Cattle receipts,
1,000. Market steady. Heeves JI.KHr
7.25; cow s $1.26 (ji 5.40; Texans $3.70
(fi'3.80; calves $6.00 Sf 8.00;
western
$4.006.25; Blockers $ 2.60 5.00.
Sheep receipts 20.000.
Market
weak. Western $3.00 ifi 5.40: yearlings
Ci
$5.35(5 6.25; lambs $4.65 7.10 ; west

Suits

$18, $20, $25, $30 to $35
Agent for

The Washington and Alfred Benjamin

ern I4.75&7.55.
Xew York Metal Market.
New York. Oct. 1. Copper quoted
today on metal exchange at reduction quarter cent per pound. Lake
copper quoted at 14Vi(!i l5, and elec- 4.bU'(
troylic 144fti14H;
Lead
4.75; silver
St. I ami Is Wool Market.
steady.
St. Louis. Oct. 1. Wool
Territory and western mediums 20
ift25; fine medium 19IU23; tine 17

j

M. MANDELL
Fine Clothing

66.

420.

WHEN YOU COME

STOKY.

'The statement in the morning
paper to the effect that my horse
was the one that ran down Howard
Clarke who was riding a bicycle In
front of the Mcintosh store Is not

true. 1 spent the day at the railroad
superintending the loading of a car
of hay." This statement was made
to a Citizen reporter today ty Air.
Hubbell after he had been lo see Mr.
Clarke.
"I do not know where the report
originated that I was concerned in
the affair." said Mr. Hubbell. "but a
similar story was published In the
morning paper about me last spring
at a time when my horse had not
been In harness for a week. At all
events both statements jire untru?
and without any foundation."
The facts about the wrecking of
the bicycle owned by Howard Cl.irko
tieorge CamptleUl rode
are these:
to
the
Mr. Clarke's bicycle down
store of the Mclntosu Hardware
At noon
company In the morning.
Mr. Clarke called for it and said he
would take it home. He took the
wheel out of the store but instead
of taking it home, left it standing
at the curbing In front of the tor.
Mrs. Thus. Hubbell drove up and
hitched in front of the store In the
afternoon, and while she was doing
some shopping, the animal put its
foot through the spokes of one of
heels of the bicycle. . An emthe
ploye
of the Mcintosh Hardware
company saw the accident and cut
two of the spokes In the wheel to release the horse's foot.
ee Cliurles U
1W upholstering
KcpiHicr, 317-l- tt
South Second.
o
Never can tell when you'll mash
a linger or suffer a cut, bruise, burn
or scald. He prepared. Dr. Thomas'
Kclectric Oil instantly relieves the
pain quickly'- cures the wound.
MattroMK male over at Clin. I
317-IK( iH'ler'
South Second.

Personal invitation

A woman's eyes see and appreciate the quality of fabrics, the
accentuated point, we call style; the excellent tailoring; the artistic
touch and the care we give details, and the cut.
Men know whether they like the general style and feel of the
fabric when they put on a suit and, after they have worn it, the
tailoring and look of the suit.
But a woman will know at a glance Just what you are getting,
how It becomes you and how well It Is worth the price no matter
what grade of suit you buy.

4.50 re 6.60.

HlimiXI. 1KMI"K
bMASH-- l P

Her

TO THE FAIR
Make Yourselves at Home at

LEARNARD & LINDEMANNS
The Square Music Dealers

206

v est

Gold Avenue

8
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LUMBER COMPANY FIRE POLICE

E

BELIEVE

A. J. MALOY

CIXIZKX.

AROS AWOKE FROM PEACEFUL

DEPARTMENT TO
8

EVENING

SLUMBER TO BE
BURGLARIES

COMPETE

214 Central Avenue
B

H

Enter Fair Tournament Native Arrested Last Night Joseph Dazzo Is Taken to
Had Stolen Goods in
With First Class Chance
Santa Fe County on
His Possession.
Two Charges.
of Winning.

Will

The place to get any
thing in the line ot the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

H

and VEGETABLES

P

A full line always in

I'nder the direction

Ryan, of the Amerloih
Lumber
company fire department, the throe
hose curt teams make practice runs
every evening. The team which will
compete In the events of the firemen's tournament at the fair ntade
a run of two hundred yards
lust
Sunday in 25 seconds, which Is going some. All the men of the team
are In excellent condition and feel
confident of doing themselves Justice at the tournament. The team la
now supplied with new uniforms
black Jerseys with the letters, A. L.
Co " In white sewed to the bosom
and new running harness. This harness is so made that If one runner
should fall. It automatically unsnaps
and frees the man, thus allowing the
others to proceed without delay. The
team choen to participate in the
runs at the fair Is the following,
which is made up of the best runners of the three fire companies at
company
the American
Lumber
plant:
Tlie Tenin Tor Hie Pair.
E. It. Wright, spikemun;
Homer
Stltzer, plugman: Charles Winkler,
hose puller; Henry Hurrison, coupling breaker; James Peters and Percy Newman, plpemen; J. F. Mean, H.
Trautwein, F. Hanim, H. Onstead,
Nick de Blasse, Joe Meyers and John
Booker and P. M. Hart.
The regular team Is made up of
eleven men, but three extras are held
to be used as substitutes. Seven of
the team do the pulling, led by the
spikeman, on whom the principal
weight of the apparatus falls. E. It.
Wright, the spikeman. Is a powerful
man of 190 pounds and exceptionally
speedy, thus combining the two most
Important elements necessary for a
first class spikeman.
The plpeman
and coupling man run at the side
of the reel and the plugman and
hose puller run at the rear.
In Other Contest.
Beside the hose cart runs the Individual members of the American
Lumber company
fire department
racing
will participate in the foot
events, coupling contests,
ladder
climbing, etc. Wednesday of fair
week will be the day when the dry
tests will take place and Thursday
morning Is the time chosen for the
wet tests. The coupling contest will
morning.
be on Tuesday
All the
events will be at the fair grounds.
The reel of .iip American Lumber
company cart, which will be used in
the competitive runs, has 250 feet
nozzle,
of hose and a
which throws a spray of water 21
feet long and 18 feet wide. This nozzle has what Is termed the cellar
pipe tip and Is especially useful for
extinguishing flames among piles of
lumber.

stock
Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

3

txxxxxxx
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Home
CooKing
Strictly at

Columbus
Hotel
MADAM
STEWARD-LAM-

B

210 South Second

Exclusive Millinery
FORGED

of Chief K. F.

CHECK CAUSES

wide-mount-

ARREST
C

;

The police are now practically certain that the three burglaries recently committed in Albuquerque were
by one
man.
Alberto
Aros, alias I'edro Morales, an employe of the Santa Fe shops, who
came here from the Republic
of
Mexico a few months ago. The arrest of Morales was due to a peculiar
chain of circumstances
resulting
from the search for a stolen bicycle.
A few days ago one of the salesmen
of the Gross-Kell- y
company reported that his wheel .had been stolen;
yesterday the salesman saw a young
man named Lucero riding his wheel
and he Immediately caused his arrest. Lucero denied that he stole the
wheel and offered to find the man.
a native of Mexico, whom he said
sold It to him. The young man's offer was accepted and after looking
about the city Lucero found his man
ut about 8 o'clock last evening, lying
asleep on a pile of sacks In a grocery
ftore owned by Kduardo Chavez, on
south Second street. Lucero Immediately notified the police who lost
no time in coming after the man and
placing him under arrest.
Had Whitney's (inns.
Lieut. Kennedy, who made the arrest, was surprised to find on the
prisoner three new revolvers and a
dagger, and there he at once suspected as some ,of those which were
stolen from the Whitney hardware
store Sunday morning. Questioning
the man, who gave the name of
Pedro Morales, and stated that he
worked In the Santa Fe shops, he
sought to learn If he had the rest of
the stolen property In his possession, but the man stubbornly
refused to give any incriminating evidence against himself, despite the
assurance that If he made a complete confession It would go easier
with him in the courts.
Later it was learned after considerable Inquiry that Morales lived In
an adobe house in the rear of 315
West Pacific avenue
upon
and
searching the premises
the police
found twelve of the stolen revolvers,
a collection of Jack knives and two
new razors.
The revolvers and Jack knives
were Identified this mornlg as those
which were taken from the Whitney
hardware store. It Is said that Morales has disposed of at least eight
pistols to persons In the city and
since the burglary
Sunday
morning, but none of those sold have
yet been recovered.
Wntrh Identified.
At the police station this morning J. 1). Castillo, the filigree worker, who Is employed by X. Hoss,
proprietor of the fligree store on
Third street. Identified as his a silver
s.
watch, which was carried by
The Hoss filigree store' was
by
burglars, or a burglar a
entered
week ago Sunday night and $40
worta of filigree work, mostly swastika pins, two watches and a suit of
clothes taken. The finding of one of
the watches In the possession of Morales, under the circumstances. Indicates that he is the burglar who entered the Ross store.
Confessed One Burglary.
Morales confessed to entering the
Whitney store, but as yet, has nothing to say in regard to what other
burglaries he may have eommltteed.
The two razors found with the re
volvers do not answer the descrlp-- J
iion oi any or me razors taken rrom
the Hopping bicycle store on South
Second street about two weeks ago.
This store was entered In a manner
very similar to the way the Whitney
store was entered and the kinds of
goods stolen were the same. In the
Hopping store the thief removed a
pane of glass from a rear window,
and ai the Whitney store entrance
was gained by way of the transom
over the rear door. If Morrales had
a confederate he must have been a
boy who could more
easily have
crawled through the small, openings
and then unlocked the rear door
from the Inside. The Ross store was
entered in a manner similar to the
way
other stores were entered,
from the rear.
In .each Instance the thief showed
poor Judgment In the class of goods
he stole and left articles
behind
which were of much greater value
and of less bulk, than those which
he carried away. Knives and fire
arms seem to be the favorite booty
of the thief as these he seems to
have been able to dispose of with
little difficulty among the natives it
Is supposed.
No doubt he sold these
articles at ruinous prices.
Chler of Police McMillin Is making
an Investigation of Morrales'
record In this city and by night expects to have learned much about
him and possibly the hiding place of
money or Btolen goods which
the
prisoner undoubtedly
has hidden
somewhere in tne vicinity. Morrales
is now In the city Jail and will probably be bound over to the grand Jury
today.
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thirty-sevent-

TRADE'S

BIG FAIR

PARADE
OCTOBER

T' th'ise who are to be represent-,- ,
ed by Hunts and decorated carriages
in the big trades display Thursday of
fair week must notify the secretary's
office or the marshal not later than
Saturday, Oct. 5th. John Horradalle,

marshal.

EAT
YOUR MEALS
AT THE

10TH

Zeiger Cafe
j

J

Cor. Second and Central

0000C)00000000
i WANTED 1,000 PEOPLE
During the Fair, to Eat at the
NEW RESTAURANT

Quick Service
First Class Meals
112 K. SECOXD ST.
Sleeping Accommodations

in Connection

MYERS, Proprietor

ooooooooooooo ooocooooooooo

NOT WHAT YOU PAY,

you ctrr is

tub tkst

OF VAWK.
Men's rubber heels
15c
Paper cover day books
8c
radge
raid
shoe polish
4..20c
Jet Oil shoe polish
...Lie
Folding lunch boxe
12c
All metal dog collars
15c
White wash brushes
16c
Tin cash or document boxes
6 Be
Dish mops
6c
Handled axes
75c and $1.10
Buck saws
50c and 65c
trace chains, per pair
75c
THF. MAZE.
Win. Kleke Pniirlctor.

li

a

o

.... St&ab

1

i

Building

Dam- Second
aged Tires Vulcanized Good a New.
New- -

BICYCLES

Hand-Repa- iring

S. HOPPING

321 South Second

o

Constipation
causes
headache,
nausea, dizziness languor, heart
Drastic physics gripe, sicken, Weaken the bowels and don't
cure. Doan's Regulets ant gently and
cure constipation.
25
AsK
cents.
your druggist.
n.
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THE RELIANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY
SKILLED WORKMEN
FINE STOCK
WORK GUARANTEED
Telephone 131
502 West Central
TTTITI A
lTHTnUTITIIITITTIITIIIllTTTxTTTI

o

Y

MISS PAYNTER,

1

jO

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

Latest Styles
Reasonable Prices

Open Day and Night.

18 South Second

Meals at all Hours. ' First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. ,

COAL

Under Savoy Motes
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Propfictor
1

AMERICAN BLOCK,
CERRJLLOS LUMP.

ANTHRACITE
Furnace,

f

Mixed,

Superior Lumber and Mill Go.

Nut

CLEAN GAS COKE.
SMITHING COAL.
NATIVE KINDLING.
FOR CASH ONLY.

We have the only planing- mill In tha southwest that Is equipped to make Sash, Doors, Mouldlng-s- , Store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing' your order for mill
work.
-

WOOD

.

TELEPHONE

SOUTH OF VIADUCT

ALBUQUERQUE,

W. H. HAHN & GO.

Cycle
Co.
Insley West
Gold

JOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXD

20H

2

1--

BICYCLES
KEY FITTER

SPORTING GOODS
REPAIR ANYTHING

KxtxxixxxrxxxxxxxxxxzxxxiH

The Fartelan

HOME

Beauty Parlors

OUTFITTERS
Co

Fro-Fancy
MiuLh, staple ami
firowrieM, SeaMonuble Fruit and
1

V'K"tauli.
622-2-

4

W. Tljeras

Fhom 51

w

H

m www w

e.

t(,

M

C. F. Allen

First Class Groceries and Meats
Imported

323 South Second Phono 701

We manufacture all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompa- Puffs, Wigs, etc
dour.KKAIj
11.11U MfcTS
Sanitary French
Hair Rolls.
The
new pomp Wave. All
shades to be worn under the
hair Instead of ruffing one'
own novelties In back and aide
combs.
Mr, and Mrs,

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage

Galvanized

U.
.'.

J
;i

H

j

-

'

'

ixmiiiiiiniixiiimin

1 Tanks.
Hot
f'
1 I!r Cnrninoc

Consult

f Tin

Sot of Teeth
Filling
11.50 up
Gold Crowns
$a

j

i

nn

iuiiiuobo,

a

Reliable

I 'nil

Roofing,
Butter n?. e c.

Gold

0,

General

Extracting

I'a!nle8

Jobbing

ALL

305 West Gold
Your

James Slaughter,

Proprietors

.

.

. M)o

WORK AKSOMTKLV
AN TEED.

Dentist

$8
GUAR.

Children's Eyes

MAHARAM'S

& COMPANY

Fetal Massage
Dretilof
Shampoolnf
Ekctreknls
Scalp Treatmest
Maalcarioi
Chlldrei's Hair Catting

bpiiiim
Z.LHMIJXU
uoia j ve.

a
Ck

u
jus mt.
kxxxxxxxi

Canned Fruits Way Up
but not with ur. We will sell you the
Missouri llrand 2 14 - lb. cam of
plums, cherrlea,
peaches, apricot,
blackberries, Hartlett pears or grapes
at 20c the can.
Walter Baker's Cocoa 14 lb can 25c.
Walter Maker's Chocolate 141b for2 20c
for
Laipe cans of Colton tomatoes

r 13

LfM

Hair

H

Housekeeping

Champion Grocery

g

izu souta Fourth St.

Every Thing
Necessary for

t

N. M,

01.

The largest Monday night audi25c.
ence yet attended the Crystal
last
night to see the change of program. ST.1PLK AND FAXCY GROCKRIKS And hundreds of other bargains at
BckI
opens
Grade
of
Flour.
bill
wih
The
Jesse Manola, a
the
comedy Juggler, who ranks among Coffees, Teas and Spices a Specialty.
tn market ninny on hand
the mo-- t accomplished of his craft.
CASH BUYERS' UNION
"THE BEST ALWAYS."
"Somewhere Somebody." proved an
60S V. Central Ave.
attractive picture song and "The Ser- Phono 2SS
122 North Second
enade' 'and "Buying a ladder," a
brnce of the most amusing comic
motion pictures yet
lure. La
ltorrf and Ryerson,
the character
THERE IS A REASON WHY
SCHWARTZMAN
& WITH
.sketch team can certainly sing harmony and received several encores.
You should see the new and
The screaming hit of the bill
whs
stock of goods
elegant
Meat, Poultry and Fish
funny
Beaham and Aim in their
Irish travesty skit, called "Little Wilat
presents an hour
The
lie."
and twenty minutes of pure fun atid
21 1 w. Central, Tel. B28
Is going to pack the houf nil week.
510 Wett Central
Tlio Touch That Heals
Is the touch of Bucklen'a. Arnica
Salve. It's the happiest combination
of arnica flowers and healing balsam
ever compounded. No matter how
old the sore or ulcer is, this salve
will cure It. For burns, scalds, cuts
wounds or piles. It's an absolute cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 25c.
Pratt! Heave Cough r and Cold
ITe- box.
Cure 5(ic ami $1.00
In grain.
pared to fW-K. W. l'ee,
South llrvt ttfreet.
Olive Oil
Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspepsia, a combination of natural dtgeat-snt- s
and vegetable acids, digests tha
food Itself and gives strength and
health to the stomach. Pleasant to
take. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
BOI'-O-

3

1 1

W. Central Avenue

308-31- 0

......

(Continued from Pace One.)

LOMMORI

i

ALBERT FA BUR'S

liTT WHAT

MILLINER

'r. rsi.Tjirviiiis

I

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

AtraiK.

used for grazing. It mav be that you
can not run more than one steer to
ten acres, and it Is not necessary to
be much of a matnematlcJan In order to see that where such is the
case a homestead of one hundred
and sixty acres will .not go far toward the support of a family. In
consequence of this fact, homesteaders do not take up the lands In the
tracts In question.
They are left
open for anybody to graze upon that
wishes to. The result is that the
men who use them, moderately and
not with a view to exhausting their
resurces are at the mercy of those
who care nothing for the future end
simply Intend to skin the land in the
present.
For Instance, the small
sheep farmer who has a borne and
who wishes that home to pass On to
his children improved In value will
naturally run his flock so that the
land will support It, not only today,
but ten years hence; but a big absentee sheep owner
who has no
home on the land at all, but simply
owns huge mlgratorv flocks of sheep,
may well find it to his profit to drive
them over the small Bheep farmer's
range and eat It all out. He can
then drive his flocks on, whereas the
small man can not.
Of course, to
permit such a state 'of things is not
only evil for the small man, but is
destructive of the best interests of
the country. SubJiantially the same
conditions obtain os regards cattle.
The custom hn therefore grown up
of fencing great tracts of government land without warrant of law.
Illegal I dicing.
"The men who fenced this land
were sometimes rich men, who, by
fencing it kept out actual settlers
and thereby worked, evil to the country.
Hut In many cas.ee, whether
they were argo men or small men,
the'r object was not to keep out actual s'ttleri. but to protect themselves ar.d tvelr own Industry by preventing cverpraxng of the range on
th Tart .f reckless stcck owners
who h.t I n i place l:i tlii permanent
development of the country and who
wore Indifferent ' to everything except the profits of the moment. To
permit the continuance of this Illegal
fencing Inevitably tended to very
grave abuses, and the government
has therefore forced the fencers to
take down thHr fences. In doing this
we have not only obeyed and enforced the law, but we have corrected many flagrant abuses. Nevertheless, we have also caused hardship,
which, though
unavoidable I was
exceedingly unwilling to cause.
In
some way or other we must provide
for the use of the public range under conditions which shall Inure
primarily to the benefit of the actual
settlers on or near It, and which
shall prevent Its being wasted. This
means that in some shape or way
the fencing of pasture land must be
permitted under restrictions which
will safeguard the rights of the actual
I desire to act as these
WEEK actualsettlers.
settlers wish to have me In
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We Have Just Received a Full
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this matter. I wish to find out their
needs and des'res and then to try to
pui mem into erreci. uut tney must
take trouble, must look ahead to
theiir ow.i ultimate and real good.
must insist unon being really renre
sented by their public men, if we
are to have a good result.
Not for (Jain.
"The government does not wish to
money
make
out of the range, but
simply to provide for the necessary
supervision that will prevent ia being eaten out or exhausted; that Is,
that will secure it undamaged as an
asset for the next generation, for the
children of the present home makers. Of coure we must also provide
enough to pay the proper share of the
county taxes
I am not wedded to
any one plan, and I am willing to
combine several plans If necessary.
Hut the present system Is wrong and
I hope to see, In all the states of
the great plains and the Rockies, the
men like my correspondent of the
I j ramie County
Cattle and Horse
Growers'
association,
the small
ranchmen 'who plow and pltoh hay
seriously take up this
themselves.'
matter and make their representee
fives In congress
understand
that
there must be some solution,
and
that this solution shall be one which
will secure thT greatest permanent
g
to the actual settlers,
the
actual home mnlters. I promise with
all the strength I have to cooperate
toward this end."

Ba-rel-

man who recent- OATS FROM ESCASOSA
ly completed serving a fifteen days'
sentence in the city Jail for vagranARE
SIX FEET
cy, tried to pass a check now alleged to be forged, at the Grande
saloon yesterday afternoon, but the
scheme did not work In this instance
as the check artist was not as adept
at the art as certain of that fraternity now securely lodged In the
county Jail.
Cal Hyder, one of the oldest setStephenson entered the saloon, after taking a few drinks offered a tlers of Escabosa, on the Manzano
check for $49, signed with the al- mountains, lays claim to raising the
leged forged signature of K. Gradl, tallest oats ever raised in New Mexico.
one of the proprietors of a combinaMr. Hyder came to Hie city Suntion Etore on North Third street, dn
payment.
The bartender looked at day to buy supplies and brought
the check suspiciously
and noted with him a sample of his field. This
that the date had been omitted. He sample consists of probably twenty
refused to cash the check and re- stalks and the tallest one Is as tall
fused to give It up, whereupon Ste- as the tallest man on The Citizen's
phenson took to flight. The police news staff eix feet to the fraction
were notified and given a description of an Inch.
Mr. Hyder says that he had some
of the would-b- e
check passer, and
last evening
Chief of PoHce . McMil- - ' friends In the city who doubted him
,1
V.
lln
Mn
1,1 i n..tx-- t v, 111
mail mi T' crfi mil..
itjcias some time past when he claimed to
avenue and placed lilm under arrest. have oats five feet tall.
Stephenson wlU be bound over to the
"I brought these along to take
some of that Missouri 'You got to
grand Jury.
show me' out of them," said Mr.
Hyder to the reporter.
''I found
some to fill the bill right at the edge
NEW CHIEF DEPUTY
of the field, so I didn't have to
tramp any of them down. I have an
acre and a half of them. They grew
from seed oats bought In Albuquerque last spring but I don't remember the variety."
sample brought to the city by
Santa Fe N. M.. Oct. 1. Coal Oil Mr.The
on Sunday will be seen at
Inspector James S. Duncan has ap- the Hyder
agricultural
of the terripointed Roman L. Baca of this city torial fair next exhibit
week.
' his
territorial deputy and Mr. Baca
assumed he duties of the office to"Had dyspepslla or indigestion for
day. This appointment
was made
upon the recommendation of Gover- years. No appetite, and what I did
eat
nor George Curry and of the repub- Blooddistressed me terribly. Burdock
Bitters cured me." J. H.
lican organization, including Chairman H. O. Bursum, National Com- Walker, Sunbury. Ohio.
mitteeman Solomon Luna, Secretary
Charles V. Safford and other members of the republican territorial cenMr.
Baca was
tral committee.
speaker of the house tot representah
legislative
tives of the
When at the
assembly and did excellent service
In thiut capacity.
CRYSTAL SHOW THIS
AI Stephenson

While Joseph Dazzo, who resides
on Atlantic avenue, was busily sleeping away the midnight hours without even a dream of Insecurity, two
officers. Lieut. Kennedy, of this cltv.
and Deputy SberUT K. L. Baca of
Santa Fe, approached tils homo and
quietly surrounded It in a way, that
is one went to a Tear ooor and the
othrtr to the front.
Both knocked
and when Dazzo appeared a moment
later to see what the disturbance
meant, he was Informed that he was
under arrest on two charges, violation of the Sunday law and selling
Hquor without a license, preferred
by a grand Jury in Santa Fe county.
He submitted without trouble and
was this morning taken to Santa Fe
by Deputy Baca for arraignment.
Dazzo formerly
conducted
the
Olorleta saloon on North First street
In this city and of late he has been
running an alleged "Joint" In San
Pedro In Santa Fe county, which latter fact accounts for his Indictment
on the charges referred to.
He Is
well known here.
To Lieut. Kennedy Is due the ease
wltfh which
Dazzo
was captured.
When Deputy Baca informed that
officer of his mission here, ,Mr. Kennedy soon ascertained where Dazzo
was staying and advised wafting until he should be asleep. By following out this plan the officers were
sure of their man, and as he made
no resistance, the rest was easy.
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us examine them; we will tell you

thnlr exuet condition without charge.

C. H. CARNES, O. D.
The Central Avenue Optician
114 Central Ave.
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Topics
John Prlscoll, a veteran
dead jii Patogonlo, Arts.

miner, la

Phoenix. Ariz., wants a dog catoh-r- .
There ia nfl much as J 13 a day
In it for an active man.
A young Cuban named
In jail at Tucson, Ariz.,
maniac.

O on tales Is

a

raving

A number of petty burglaries have
been committed ths past week at
Btlvcr City, N. M.

cavalry horses at Fort
from
Arls., have died
drinking poisoned water, thought to
Twenty-tw- o

Huhit-hucn- ,

be the work of a disgruntled
fiver

100

Mexl-ca-

Silver City, arrived here Wednesday,
says the If'llsboro, (N. M.) Advocate. Mr. Turner and Mr. Kerr today closed one of the most important deals ever consummated In Sierra county, that Is the purchase of
the Sierra County bank, which in-Is
A romance with a happy ending one of the most reliable banking
Saturday stitutions in Xew Mexico.
In marriage
culminated
night when Miss Madeline Caretto,
The Douglas American says: Offwho arrived In Blsbee, Ariz., Friday
from Italy, was Joined in matrimony icers have been conducting a little
by Justice crusade against what they regard as
to Anf.onlo Glaclmalno
Hogan in the presence of several of an Illegal use of the city park. Recently they caused the arrest of six
parcontracting
the friends of the
natives who were found in the park
ties.
wooing Mornheus. officers say na
and others have fallen into the
Advocates of prohibition are work- tives
of using the park as a soberining quietly in Safford. Ariz., with a custom
g-up
and declare the
view of bringing forward a plan to custom Institution become
further esc!op the liiiuor houses there. One tablished.must not
enthusiast on this question recently
Investigated the mutter locnlly with
The ranchers under the Arizona
the result that he found thirty cases
canal have been getting a little neron the police record and twenty-nin- e
vous of late over the water proposiof them were caused by liquor.
tion lit the Arizona canal. The work
There Is a street rumor in Phoe- of repairing the dam has been subdelays, and
to exasperating
nix. Arlr... to the effect that the Sul- - ject
t;ana Arizona Copper company, which many of the farmers under the canal
water. For
out
are
stock
of
about
owns the McCarthy
or Klverslde
group of claims, across the river the benefit of these Engineer Howfrom Kelvin, la about to close a deal ard Reed Hated that 7,000 Inches of
Into the
water have been turned
whereby It will acquire
alo the Arizona,
group of twenty-tw- o
and In a few days the canal
Schumaker
claims which adjoins it on the west. will be back to Its former runs.
Ormsby as chairman, and W. P.
Harris secretary, and with little discussion It was decided to raise
for the tournament to be given
away in prises nmong the competing
clubs.

n.

families hHve crossed the

Pecos at Sunnyslde, N. M.. during
this month and made settlement In
part of Guadalupe
the southern
county.

The telephone wire between Stafford and Thatcher
has been down
for more than a week and connectwo
places had to
tion between th
be made via Solmonvllle and Pima.
Work has been started on the
erection of the building for the new
ice plant In Douglas. This la Uhe
plant which Seaman and Perry are
to Install for the Crystal Ice company.
postofflce has been established
N. M.,
to he served from Bronco, Texas,
eighteen miles to the northeast. Flor
pnce Hodge has been appointed
A

at Plainvlew, Chaves county,

post-jnlstre-

Globe, Phoenix, Cananea, Yuma,
Douglas, Tombstone and Wlnslow
have all agreed to send teams to the
big tournament which will take place
in Tucson, Arlx., from October 20
to 27. Inclusive.
Mlis Alice O. Krebs., of Canal Dover, Ohio, and Charles R. Kiegar,
an employe In the Santa Fe shops at
Williams, Aris., were
married by
Mrs.
Judge Flinn last Saturday.
RJegar was accompanied to Arizona
by tier sister. Miss Nora Krebs.
Rev. M. Serna arrived In Douglas,
Ariz., from Solomonvllle for the purpose of organizing a Seventh Day
church among the
Adventlt
eaking
people. Serna has several Seventh Day churches In the
territory and .has resided tn the Gila
valley for twelve years.
Spanish-sp-

The mystery surrounding the disappearance of It. R. Herbert, the
ticket clerk In the uptown office of
the Southern Pacific at Globe, Ariz.,
days have
Six
is still unsolved.
panned since he left that city and
still nothing has been heard from
him.
At a meeting of interested fans,
held at the office of the Tucson
chamber of commerce, definite steps
were taken toward raising the necessary funds for the big bae ball
tournament to be held in Tucson,
Ariz., during the month of October.
The meeting organized with J. M.

Arrested on a warrant charging
with a murder comml.ted ten
years ago. J. A. Mclntyre, manager
of the Palace meat market at Globe,
Ariz., was confined in the county Jail,
and will be taken to Pauls Valley,
Indian Territory, to stand trial as
soon as the federal authorities in
t he Indian Territory
advise the local
I tilted States officers.
him

The shipment
of fat cattle from
Doming, X. M.. is of almost daily occurrence. During the past few days
the Carpenter Cattle company has
shipped a car of thirty head to Kl
Paso, and Cap Fo.-tand the XAX
outfit shipped two car loads to Albuquerque. The range is in good condition and there are plenty more of
the same kind to be hud.
er

The troubles of the Orpheum theatre company at Bisbee, Ariz., culminated when an attachment was Issued out of the district court in favor of Duey & Overlock for approximately $1,740 money advanced. The
managemnt will be left In the hands
of F. A Sater for the present and an
effort will be made to have I'Jhe house
pay off the indebtedness.
Water from the big canal of the
Mlmbres Valley Irrigation company
says the Deming Headlight, has been
flooding the country north of town
since the line rains of last week, and
the owners of the land under the
ditch are wearing a smile that Just
won't come off. The scheme will
work all right and 6,000 acres of
land will be in cultivation within a
few years as a result of the efforts
of this company.

Professor W. H. Campbell, of
Nebraska, originator and promoter of what Is known hs the
"Campbell system of dry farming,"
was in I.as Vegas the latter part of
the week and Inspected some of the
lands on the mesa In the vicinity of
the Meadow City. He will be again
In Las Vegas on the 17th and 18th
of October at the Farmer;.' convention to be held there and will deliver an address on "Dry Culture by
the Campbell System." on that occasion.
Down In San Antonio
thev are
having a fine scrap over what constitutes a cord of wood. The dealers
declare that a wagon bed 4x4x8 feet,
with the short wood pitched in Indiscriminately, is a. cord. The mayor
Is having It stacked up and measured
after It Is thrown off and it proves to
s
of a cord.
he le-than
He snys the wood men must change
their tactics and the wood men come
back with the rejoinder that they
will also have to raise the prices.
Thus it is the consumer who gets
hit as usual.
Asked for money with which to
buy something to eat by a young
man about 22 years of age last night
on Broad street in Globe, Ariz., Geo.
was united
Campbell, of Pueblo,
with a son whom he had not seen
deCampbell
years.
Mrs.
for twelve
serted her husblnd in 1895, taking
with her their only son, George. The
mother died in lios Angeles two
years ago, and since then Campbell
has been drifting over the country.
He came ho Globe penniless and
seeking employment. Mr Campbell,
a prosperous mining man with interests at San Carlos, met the boy
toy chance and readily identified him
when asked for money. The father
will take the son east with him.
Iln-col-
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BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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CAPITAL

S150.000.00

Officers and Directum:
LUX A, President.

SOLOMON
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WILLIAM McIXTOSH,
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Grand Duke Michael.
1.
Paris,
Oct.
While speeding shouted:
"I demand an apology
toward Paris, his Imperial highness from you wlr!
I am the Grand
Grand Duke iMichael
Mlchaelovltch Duke Michael
Mlchaelovitch,
and
was put to the trouble of coughing want an explanation of your want
as a speedier car whizzed past, leav- - of respect." He added some Insulting a cloud of dust.
lng epithets as emphasis.
Indignant.
Calmiy looking over the spoiled
the Russian ordered
his chauffeur to "catch that lmpu- - offsDrlng of rovaltv the stranzer re- dent dog," and the driver did his plied: "Well, Mister Michael, I am
best, overtaking the offending car In an American, and If you don't stow
a suburb, where the owner had your gab I'll 'punch your Jaw.
stopped to quench his thirst.
The terse reply cooled the ardor
When his car came up with the of the man at whose word millions
man whose dust he took, the grand tremble, back in benighted Russia.
duke alighted, his whiskers stand- The unconcern of the Yankee touring on end, so infurlal.ed was he, ist was such a shock that Mike
and approaching the car. In which turned h'a!ily and went back to hla
the stranger had taken his seat, he car.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

OMCERB AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA S. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vlca
FRANK MCKBB
X. A.

A Humane Appeal.
DeWltt's Carboltzed Witch Hazel
A humane citizen of Richmond, Salve Is good .for bolls, burns, cuts.
U.
Ind.,
Mr.
Williams,
107
West
scalds
and skin diseases. It Is es
attorney
district
of
Tuma
The
Main St., says: "I appeal to all per- pecially good for piles. Sold by J
county, Ariz., is calling attention to
lungs
sons
to
Dr.
with
weak
O
take
& Co.
H.
Rlelly
section 271 of the penal code, which
King's New Discovery, the only remprovides that "It shall be unlawful
edy that helped me and fully comes
for any person In this territory to
up to the proprietor's recommenda-Iton.- "
sell, give or furnish, or cause to be
Had Tetter for Thirty Years.
MEN AND WOMEN.
It saves more lives than all
for
tetter
I have suftered with
sold, liquors of any kind to any haCm Bic Q tor tmoataral
other throat and lung remedies put
bitual or common drunkard or to thirty years and have tried slmost
ditcharsM.iaflftmuisUioDft,
t
cough
together.
Used as a
and cold
any minor." The penalty is a fine of countless remedies with little, if any,
irritAtioQ
or ulcerttiou
cure the world over. Cures asthma,
VI UIUCUVI DivaiurtDif,
Three boxes of Chambernot less than $10 nor more than relief.
whooping
cough,
torcrouo.
bronchitis,
was
a
me.
It
cured
Salve
$100, and under the most recent law, lain's
rat Evans ChemiqalG&
Dt or potionou.
phthisic,
hoarseness and
ture. It breaks out a little some- quinsy,
license may be revoked.
l vjnvMiuii,jr
Mia of urffiuiwi
times, but nothing to what It used stops hemorrhages of the lungs and
a
Mnt tn plain wrmpper.
"Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Turner and to do. D. H. Beach, Midland City, builds them up. Guaranteed at all
prepaid, lor
t7.00. xprt,
60c. ad $1.00. Trial bottle
or S bottlfw 2.75.
son, Russell, and A. F. Kerr, cashier Ala. Chamberlain's Salve is for sale dealers.
Circular moI oo rfejueat.
free.
of the American National bank of by All Druggists.
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WHEN YOU WANT;

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

r

We Take the Firsts!

Others Get the Flag !

THE BIG FAIR

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

Annual
Territorial Fair Association

New Mexico's

Twenty-Sevent- h

7
to 12
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE.

Wcol, Hide and Pelt Dealers

INCLUSIVE
MEXICO

XKSV

$8,000

FOR

TROTTERS,

PACERS

AND

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

RUNNERS!

...
...
...

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

TROTTING and PACING PROGRAM!
Purse No.

12:17 Pace

p0st" Stake Race

.

Pure

No.

Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse

No.
Pace, Veuve Cliquot Yellow Label Champagne
No. 42:25 Pace
No. 5
Pace
.
No. 62:30 Trot

Trot,

2-- 2:20
3-- 2:13

Free-For-A-

H

"Oenver

The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas
Entries and Whirlwind Finishes

$ 1,000
1,000
Stake Race 1,000

Circuits-- Big

"OLD RELIIBLX."

L. B.

500

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

1,000

500

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

List of

Carrla. tho largert and

JAY A. HUBBS

President

Manager

Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple Orocart

la

1

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

U.

a
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

RAILWAY RATES. HALF FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN

ESTABLISHED 1ST.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

RAILROAD AVENUE.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone make the
.datlea lighter, the carea leaa
and the worrlee (ewer.
TOO

NEL- -

telephone
The
preaerrM
your health, prolong yew Ufa
and protecta your home,

A TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

October

TVENDAY,

ALBUQUERQUE

1, 1WT.

EVENING

CITIZEN.
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NEGRO ARRESTED

CLASSIFIED ADS

go
THE NEW CRYSTAL

THEATER

MURDER

H. CORDIER, Mgr.

Dm

120 Gold Avenue

Week of Sept. 30
J. W. LOO AN
Illustrated Song Singer.
LaBORD and RYERSON

Las Vegas, X. M.. Oct. 1. Sullen
anil uncommunicative a negro believed to bo "Hutch" Williams, wanted
In Chicago for the brutal murder of
a school teacher several weeks ago,
Is locked up In the county jail In
this city and will be held here until
the Chicago authorities are heard
from.
Several days ago Marshal Coles
arrested tlte negro on the street, under suspicion that he was the man
wanted for the Chicago murder, lie
answers so perfectly the description
sent out by the police department of
the eastern city that Marshal Coles
Is convinced that he has apprehend
ed the guilty man. The negro refus
ed .to tell anything about himself.
ne said that his name was lienry
at the same
Smith but admitted,
time, that he was known under sev'
era! aliases In different parts of the
country.
He came here a nttie over a ween
ago and at once Identified himself
with the training camp of O. It.
Fitzgerald, the prize fighter who was
to have mixed It with Teddy Hear on
the night of September 27, but who
refused to fight at the last minute.
He acted In the capacity of trainer
for the "Yellow Kid. claiming to
have had some experience In the
prize ring.
A reward of 6uu 'has been offered
for the arrest of the murderer of the
teacher and Coles believes the money

Singers and Dancers.

rn-mk- -r

JESSE MAN OLA
Juggler.
Balancer and

AH AN and ALT A
Br
Burlesque Travesty Artists.

EOISON MOVING PICTURES
snecinl
ladles'
every Tucwday

souvenir

matinees

and Friday. Mati
nees every ouier uuy lit 2:30.

AdmlHBion

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Las Vegas Police Have Man
Whom They Believe
Is Guilty.

:

Matinees 10 and 20 cents
EveningsI 0, 20 and 30 cents

ROLLER RINK
fA

will goon be his.

t

f.

..

t'W----

f

v.

OPEN
Tucilajs,
Thursdays,
Saturdays
and Sundays, 10 to 13 a. in., 2 to 5
p. m., 7:30 to 10:30 p. m.
Friday Nights Reserved for Private
Skating Parties.
Admission, Including Skates. 25 cts.
LADIES FREE.

No Breaking-i- n
needed

Rrntal Murder.
The negro is suspected of the mur
der of Mrs. Lillian W. Grant on the
20.
morning
Mrs.
of September
(Jrant was one of the most beloved
kindergarten teachers in Chicago.
Her body was found frightfully mu
tilated in her room at 5520 Madison
avenue on the morning of Sept. 20.
She was cruelly murdered and the
robbery as
motive was evidently
everything of value which she possessed was missing from! her apartment which had been thoroughly
ransacked.
The murder of Mrs. Orant was the
climax of a reign of terror In that
district of Hyde park near the negro
section and the crime was one of the
boldest and most brutal In the crimi
nal history of the city of Chicago.
Attacked AMille Asleep.
Mrs. Grant evidently was attacked
while asleep In her room on the third
floor of the rooming house at 5520
Madison avenue, and after a desper
ate struggle with some powerful assailant was killed.
Her head had been driven back
over the wide of the bed until her
neck was broken, and then the mur
derer had gripped his powerful fing
ers almost through her throat and
after she was dead, he had tied a
stilt of underwear around her neck
and drawn It tight. After that he
systematically
searched the rooms.
took the small store of money In the
woman's purse, her Jewelry and belongings that .could be converted Into cash and fled, leaving the empty
purse on the floor of the otllce of
Dr. Edward S. Ames, In another part
or the building.
Catarrh Cannot

r

ivith the footnijs

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfort able from
he

start.

I

The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles aie presented by the Red Crc ss. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish
shoe

that's

absolutely
rcmfortcble

Be Cured
with LOCAL. APPLICATIONS, as tney
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional disease, and In order to cure It you must
take Internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is taken Internally, and acts direct
ly on the Mood and mucous vurfaces.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is not a auack medi
cine. It was prescribed by one of the
Desi pnysicians in tnis country ror years
and Is a regular prescription.
It Is
composed of the best tonics known, combined with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perrect comoinatlon or the two Ingredients is what produces such wonderful
results In curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY te CO., Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hold by Druggists, price 76 c.
Take Hall's Family fills for constipation.

HOTEL AIUtlVALN.
Alvnrado.
L. J. Hmiey, Fresno, Cal.; Oeorge
Holden, Chicago; o. H. Harper.
Colo.;
Wm.
Jucolius, New
York; T. E. Johnson, Huston; William White, Jjhi Vegas; F. H. Carter,
Denver; W. F. Webster, Cincinnati,
.; C. A. Morse, Topeka. Kan.; J. E.
Foley. Topeka, Kmii.; F. N. H.
La Junta. Colo.; W. A. Beale,
St. Louis; C. A. Hord, Chicago; A.
O. Pollock. Washington, D. C; W. L.
Mason. New York; J. J. Hlckey,
Rochester. N. Y.; Max Phal, Chicago;
S. Luna. Las Luuas; John
Hecker,
Helen; H. Aronson, Boston, Mass.
o,

Hls-be-

SUir-re- .

Robert Martin. Engle. N. M.: L.
Vohs.
St. Joseph; Alhert
Bernalillo: Mrs. J. J. White, Los
Lunas; Miss Mattle Martin, Engle.
X. M. ; H. X. Strohan. .Newark, N. J.;
John Gardner. Krigle, X. M.; S. J.
H. Wood.

Macy. Kngle,

S'MJ

WW-

N. Sf, X'J &,
P"nt Coil B!mcUr

tiai
)

e,

$400

fonts,

X. M.

firaml Central.
Ira H. Lewi-'Piedmont, Colo.; H.
H. Hentzlnger. Silvers City, X.
M.;
ieo. Hlnal'll; Peter Jensen, Dawson;
X. M.;
Burton Holley, Thornton.
James Murray, Thornton; H. J. Pink.
Las Vegas.
,

FOR, TtEXT

Two rooms for light- housekeeplng.
116 South High.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
housekeeping.
No Invalids.
601
North Second street.
Foil RENT With or without board,
one furnished room.
800 South
Edith street.
FOR
KENT Pleasaji
furnished
room to lady In good health. 628
South Arno street.
FOR RENT Two nice front rooms,
electric lights, bath and use of
telephone. Plea.e call after 3 p.
4 9 Marquette
m.
avenue.
FOR RENT Store room occupied
by Union Market, 207 West Gold
avenue, from October 1st, 1907.
Inquire of J. Borradalle, 117 West
1

Goldavenue.

FOR RENT Nine-roomodern
right
house, In good condition,
close In. Lloyd Hunsaker,
205
West Gold avenue.
F( ' It
KENT Klght-roomodern
dwelling, furnished or unfurnished.
Well located. Lloyd Hunsak
er, zwb west toid eve
FOR RENT OR SALE The Mlnne- apolls House, 44 rooms, all furnished. Can be run as a hotel and
rooming house. Best paying property in Albuquerque.
For terms
write or call on me at El Paso,
Texas, general
delivery,
C. D.
Warde.
m

m

FOR SALE

$4.00

l et us fit you.

m

WM. CHAPLIft
Railroad

121

A

tan

AND

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

Dr. King's

Now Discovery
meem ASa.
AND At

a

"yyi-"- 3

him

I

1

a

PBICE
ioc
fi no.

Trial Bonis rre
OLDS
THROAT AND LUN0 TROUBLES

GUARANTEED SATIS r'ACl'Oit
OR MONEY HEtUNDED.

Look for the Laber

Flanoa, Organi
Furniture,
Occidental life Building.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
French Bakery Co. 202 E. Central'
Teleplione, 888.
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $11
Loans ar
and as high as $100.
PR. R. L. irUST
prlvats
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to on year given
Physician and Surgeon
possession
Goods remain In your
A 7, N. T. Armljo Building.
Our rates are leasonabls. Call an 4 Rooms
see us before borrowing.
A NO REPAIRER
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
DR. SOLOMON li. BURTON.
Steamship tickets to and from
ommmM
toe North rim
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Orant Bldg.
Physician and Surgeon.
308 H West Railroad Are.
Highland office, 610 South Walter
PRIVATE OFFICH8.
street. Phone 1030.
Open Evenings,
Saddle horses a specialty.
DRS. BRONSON A BRONSON
In the city. Proprietors
"Sadie."
the picnic wagm.
TlomeopatlUo Physicians
and SurBASIBROOK BROS.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
Phone SS8.
112 John Street
geons. Over Vann's Drug Store.
Phone, Office and Res., 828.

P. Matteucci

riRsr class shoemaker
front,

Highland Livery

Bet-drive-

MIL,LINKRY

DR. C. A. FRANK
riiysJeian and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and S Bamett Building.
Office hours, 8 to 12, S to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

FOR SALE.

Three. room house, four
lot-iNorth 4th, street. . . $1,000
Three room turns and an
acre of land, three miles
400
north of town

The Vaile.iire Formula ! a general
tonic, but ft h :' specific effect upon
til'.- - bust.
Price T.'i cents. For sale by

A iitti want

ad

should teach

you,
That you must work at all
you do.
The want ad's working all
the time.
i
For Idleness is but a crime.

Highland Pharmacy and

Al-vara-

do

Pharmacy

If real coffee disturbs your stomach, your heart or kidneys, then try
hi
Coffee
Imitation Dr.
clever
Shoops Health Coffee.
Dr. Shoop
has closely matched old Java an 1
Mocha Coffee in flavor ami taste, yet
It has not & simile grain of real Coffee In it. Dr. Snoop's Health Coffee
Imitation Is made from pure roasted
grains of cereals, with malt. nuts,
etc. Made In jne minute. Xo tedious long wait. You will surely like
It.
Get a fret) fimpit at our store
C. X. Brlgham.

7

Rhonme'

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

300

FOR RENT.
Houses from 3 to 8 rooms.
Money to loan In sums to wilt.

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
Office honrs. 0 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 8 p. m.
Appointments made by mall.
308 West Central Ave.
Phone 458.

ern
3!ii arro rancii
north of
town
Ranches from two to 200
acres.
Lots in all parts of town,

3,500

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN

A. MONTOYA

Attorney at

Real Estate and Ixmns. Notary
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.

Office,

Alubquerque, N. Sf.

w

K

8

List It With

H

Alubquerque, N. SI.

Q

Attorney at Law.

Office Cromwell Block,

8

M. L. SCHUTT
Agent

0

for-

-

C

Wilson

IRA SI. BOND

224 W.

Gold

W. L. TRIMBLE & C0
LIVERT, SALE, FEED ANXT
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and
changed.

PLANING

MILL.
THE OLDEST SfILL TS THE CITT.
When in need of s&sti. door,
etc Screen work a specialty.frames
4
South First street. Telephone 403.

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOE8 READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 800 Square Ftet
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
JAP-A-LA-

C.

409 Wast Railroad Araaaa

Q Pensions,

Land Patents, Copyrights,
rOTI A ORAO I
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Dealers
In
Groceries, Provisions, Max
Marks, Claims,
Grain and
C
32 F. street, N. SI. Washington, D. O. Fine Lin of Fuel.
Imported Wines Llqoor'
and Cigars. Place your orders fr- thls Una with us.
THOS. K. D. MADDISON
NORTH TH "ID BT.
tlt-lli-1-

Attorney-at-La-

THIRD STREET'

Office with W. B. Chllders,
117 Went Gold Avenue.

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEY8TER

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Fresh and Salt atamm
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT?
Masonlo Building, North TU-- d Street

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.
Rooms 12 and It, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. Sf. Phone 130.

'

A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance.
Secretary Slutnal Building Association
217 West Central Avenue.

mm

save.

Trial Catarrh treatments are being
MISCELLANEOUS
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
Slump, Racine, Wis. These tests are
proving to the people without a WILLIAM WALLACE SI'CLELLAN
penny's cost the great value of this
prescription
scientific
known to
HOrKE FURNISHERS.
Justice of the Pea
Precinct
NEW
drUKglsts everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
No. 12. Notary Public.
WE BUY HOUSECatarrh Remedy. Sold by all drugGOODS,
HOLD
Collections.
214
GOLD
W.
AVE.
gists.
Office 221 North Second Street.
G. MIUSEN, MANAGER.
Rerfilence 723 North Fourth Street,
Alubquerque, N. SI.
Subscribe for The Citizen and ge'
the news.

mem

If You Want A

BORDERS,

Plumber

UN'DEItT VKF.lt.

F. W.

right.

SPEXCI-T-

JOHN S. BEAVEN,

Architect.

MH

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

Clarkville
Coal Yard
All kinds of coal and wood.

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

NoiiiI, Walter.

A.

.J.

PHONE 4.
Phone 555.

MORRLLI

Merchant Tailor
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits

Standard Plumbing &. Keating Co

CLEANED, PRESSED and REPAIRED

105 North rirat Street

'

Don't Forget The

Travelers' Insurance Co , g
Hartford, Conn.;

'

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad as4
Copper Avenue.

Attorney at Law.

Property
To Sell or Rent
H9 South 2nd Strait

Mrs. M.

law,

E. W. DOBSON

8

FA NCY WORK

First National Bank Building, ALBUQUERQUE

l

H
O

eiN.

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and 3, Harnett Building,
Over O'Rlolly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mail.
Phone 744.

2,500
York avenuo
quetto avenuo
1,800
Six room
brick, modern,
3,250
close In
Seven room lirlek, mod-

Six room house. Went Slar- -

R

LADIES' TAILORING.
And DRESSMAKINC
MISS CRANE
amvond- -

FANCY DRY GOODS

and

by
Henry
Mrs.
Recommended
Synies. to develop the bust from 4
to 6 inche-- .
Guaranteed to be made from the
true Gali ga Extract. Is perfectly
liai mless.

New Fall Hats,

DENTISTS

Six room house. West New

ll,

Dr. Vaucaire
Formula

BREAD

Physician and Sorgoon

Homeopathic

CARDS

BUTTERNUT

W. SI. SHERIDAN, SI. D.

On

ar

n.

es

WANTED Salesman. Mike Mandell,
West Central avenue.
WANTED Sacks at Hahn's coal
yard
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years old
at the American Lumber Co.
WANTED 7 You can, get it through
this column.
WANTED Young man or lady,
Union
Telegraph
clerk. Western
Company,
must
A
chambermaid,
WANTED
have references. The Casa de Oro,
613 West Gold avenue.
WANTED A competent, cook. Apply with references to the Casa
de Oro, 613 West Gold avenue.
WANTED A girl to wait on table.
Mrs.
Monahan,
Apply t once.
Ruby House.
WANTED At once Competent girl
to do general housework. Small
family, highest wages. 702 West
Copper avenue.
WANTED A salesman in general
store; must speak
merchandise
Spanish end English. Address, F.
8.. this office.
WAXTED Position by experienced
court stenographer and law assistant. Address, S. H. Mil woe, care
Citizen.
WAXTED Young man or lady for
traveling position. Experience not
necessary; expenses advanced; one
who can speak Spanish. Good pay.
Call 507 South Second street
WAXTED SPANISH STUDENTS
12 lessons $3.00, Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights. Attend
our night school. Albuquerque
Business College, Library building,
parties, either
WANTED Reliable
sex, to devote all or spare time to a
lucrative enterprise of merit. Dr.
McCormlck, 211 West Central avenue, up stairs.
WANTED (Ladles desiring new fall
stylet in millinery to call on Miss
Crane, 512 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also apprentices wanted.
Phone

Bred-to-La-

A-- h

KILLthe COUCH

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

480.

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

1

J. A.Manola, New York; Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. La hord. Bridgeport. Conn.;
J. Maxwell, St. Louis; Mr. nnd Mrs.
Shwelster, Lo- - Angeles: L. B. Moody,
Las Vegas; Will Campbell.

Savoy.
J M. Montes. Silver City; John A.
Shelley, Silver City; J. L. Lopez. Santa Fe; A. Moses. Las Vegas; Mrs. M.
Huleiibeck, Santa Fe; Arthur Xel-soDenver; C. J. Holman, Vaughn,
X. M.; A. S. Brown,
Fork, Ariz.;
W. U. Price, Konguello, Mexico.
Cliainlierlnln's Couh Itcniedy One ol
tno iiesi on the Market.
For many years Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy has consantly gained
In fuvur and popularity
until it Is
now one of the most staple medl-rlnIn use and has an enormous
sale. It Is Intended especially for
throat and lung diseases,
aute
such as coughs, colds and croup, and
can always !e d epended upon .It Is
pleasant and safe to take and is undoubtedly the best In the market
for the purpose for which It is Intended. Sold by All Druggists,
One pint mineral watei cures and
prevents constipation. Ak yoyr gro
cer for 11.

TERSOXAIj PROPERTY

carpenters
and
WAXTED Bridge
coal miners. Also cooks for small
families, good wages, waitresses.
avenue, Phone
109 West Silver

FOR SALE OR TtEXT Shooting
gallery, 305 V4 South Second street.
FOR
SALE Five-roomodern
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap if sold at once. B. N.
Citizen.
FOR SALE OR RENT A newly
built house, with 160 feet front
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FOR SALE A first class unused
.ticket to the City of Mexico and
care
"Ticket,"
return.
Address
Citizen ofnee.
Avenue7two
FOR SALE 102ArmlJo
houses; barn. etc. $2,000, $1,600,
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises.
944.
E. A. Cantrell.
FOR SALE Ranches from 4 to 60 WAXTED A responsible man, German
or Italian preferred, for small
irrigaacres each, all under main
ranch one mile from Socorro. Must
tion ditch. Near city. Albuquerbe able to milk. 30 dollars per
que Land Company, room 9, Crommonth and board. Apply this ofwell B d g.
fice.
FOR SALE Half Interest in estaby
WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
lished poultry business.
men, between ages of 21 and 35;
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperate habits,
road.
who can speak, read and write
FOR SALE
frame house,
English. For information apply to
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees,
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
vines, corner East Copper and LoAve., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
cust. $800, $600 cash. B. O. T. E.
A. Cantrel, 102 Armljo avenue.
FOR SALE
frame house,
SALESMEN
ibarn, chicken yard, out house, corner East and Cromwell, $1,000, WANTED Capable
to
salesman
$800 cash, B. O. T.
E. A. Cantrel,
cover New Mexico with staple line.
102 Armljo avenue.
High
with $100
commissions.
monthly advance. Permanent poright
to
man.
sition
Jess H. Smith
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Cc, Detroit, Mich.
Department of the Interior,
Land WAXTED Salesman. $76 per week
Otllce at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
Staple
specialty.
and expenses.
1907.
Old established house. Permanent.
Notice Is hereby given that Thos.
High priced men investigate. RefJ. 'McNeill, heir of Mary J. McNeill
erences. Frank R. Jennings, Sales
of Bluewater, N. M has filed notice
Manager, Chicago, 111.
five-yeto
final
intention
make
of his
Salesman. Good man to
proof in support of hla claim, WAXTED
fill vacancy.
Contract balance of
7161
viz:
Homestead Entry No.
year
this
and next If satisfactory.
made Aug. 4. 1907, for the NE hi
weekly
with
Commissions
liberal
XWVi, Section 22, Township 12N..
advance for expenses. J. A. Kid-weRange 11W.. and that said proof will
538-46
Mgr.,
Euclid avenue,
be made before Sllvestre Mlrabal, U.
Cleveland. Ohio.
S. court commissioner,
at San Rafael, N. M., on November 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
MALE HELP
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
WAXTED Men, write at once and
viz:
we will explain how we will make
C.
Chapman,
Samuel
Hiram
you a present of $100, give you a
Young Eugene T. Chapman, Ernetst
splendid suit of clothes every nineA. Tletjen, all of Bluewater. N. M.
ty days, enlarge your picture free
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
and pay you $85 per month and
all traveling expenses. with our
A HOY OII GIRL CAN EARN AS
check for $50 when engaged, to
MUCH AS A MAN".
and
take orders for the greatest
mnut rltntil
unrlrAlt tiitiwn In ihp
We want boys and girls who want
to earn money to solicit subscriptions
world. All this will be guaranteed.
City Weekly Star.
to The Kansas
Aaoress it. u. .iiarici, uept. zy
Chicago, 111.
Don't hesitate because you are young,
as you can do the work as readily
as older persons and we will pay you
LOST
FOUND
The Kansas City
Just the same.
Weekly Star Is the best known weekly newspaper In the west and your LOST
a brown leather pocketbook
spare time spent working for It will
an
containing
annual Santa Fe
pay you handsomely, not In toys,
pass
and a Harvey permit In favwatches or other small wares, but In
of
or
Clements.
Arfhur
Return to
cash. Write today for terms and full
Citizen otllce.
Information. Address
THE KANSAS CITY WEEKLY STAR LOST A ring et with 2 diamonds,
from Second and Gold to Sixth
Kansas City, Mo.
and TIJcras, about 7 o'clock Sunday morning. Return to 211 West
Gold and receive reward.
LOST An opportunity If you did not
use these columns.
FO'tlXDThrough The Albuquerque
Citizen.

"raise.

ligh Shoes,

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

FOR RENT

CITE all sites.
AMERICAN BLOCK.

ANT1IR

MILLWOOD.

KINDLING.
SI Of N T

V

IV WOOD.

Bring us your joe won. Prices
the very lowest and the work will-tanInspection anywhere. Business'
and ral'tnn card a specialty.

TC.r.

ALBUQUERQUE

FJCTTT.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ITKSnAV. OCTOnKfl

1. 1B0T.

1

:

THE

EVER ITT

DIAMOND PALACE

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Cilan. Clock. Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Real.

Buy a Pair of Our
rail Shoes Today

Dress Shoes
Men's Work Shoes
Women's Drtss Shoes
Women's Street Shoes
Shoes for Girls .
Shoes for Boys

"Very Well Done"

txoluslvo Opticians

$3.00

$3.50

2.00
2.50

2.50
3.00
2.00

3.00

1.50
1.50

1.75

1.75
1.00
1.25

You'll say
when you see the
way we'll fit you in
our

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

$2.75
.
.

We

-

Whan vou tlaalrm Abmoluta
Comfort In Property Fitted
Qlaeaea Consult ua.

They are corking good shoes. Anybody can see
this. The quality is right there and when it comes to
style and fit they are so conspicuous that it is impossible to overlook them. We show the latest models in
all the popular leathers, Dongola, Vici Kid, Patent Kid,
Patent Colt, Gun Metal and Box Calf, with light, medium or heavy soles, Lace or button, low or high heels.

Men

Very Well Dome

Railroad Avenue

3 50

250
1.85

1

10 Soolh Second St.

""'"EVERY THING

f

FINE WATCH RM.PAIRINQ

& Marx

I

to

Clothes
You'll be satisfied
with quality, looks
and style.

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

PERSONAL

$4.00
3.50
5.00
3.50
2.25
2.50

Hart Schaf fner

Sout" I
Second I

mw'imm IN THE JEWELRY LINE

If

s

Lense GrlnrJIng Done on Premises

::

are
complete Suits as
well as Overcoats
Our fall lines

ALL THE TIME

PAS Ad KAPIIS

INCREASING IX VAXCE STEADILY, 15 TO 3(1 PKJt CENT. WE
1
PRICES
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
SMALL
OF
WORTH
8TONE8
UK
M(l
kty was here today from
L. h.
WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICES
Ias Vegas h business.
THEY CAN BE UOCGHT Ar
J. M. Mtes of Silver City, X. THAN
WHOLESALE.
M., upent thi dtiy here.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
A. M. Rroltn, of Ash Fork, Ariz.,
One Door South of Drug Stone.
waa In the 4 ly today.
James Mutiny, of Thornton, X.
No trouble to show them
M., is a vlsltiV in the city.
Copyright 1907 bjr
Are you looking for the best and
Robert Matin, of Engl N. M U snappiest
$4
$3.50
men's
Schiffner
and
shoes
Hart
Mart
you.
to
a business vlljtor In the city.
the market? Our Regal shoes
Mr, and H fa. Brhwelster arrived on
reanswer this description in every
Los Angeles.
this morning j
The Central
C May's Shoe Store, 314
Mrs. J. J. 1 Ihlte, of Los Lunas, Is spect.
Avenue Clothier
In the city toi y the guest of friends. West Central avenue.
J. P. Lop f of the capital city,
r,
rcpulrs. Clin. t.
Furniture
spent a few, lours In this city to317-1- 9
South Second.
day.
John A. Shelley, a prominent citiKITCHEX CABINETS
IIOOSIEIl
zen of Sliver City, Is In the city to- AT REDUCED PRICES.
MISSION
day.
PARLOR SET, 4 PIECES, VERY
N. H. Bisboe.
of La Junta, CHEAP. SCHKER & WARLICK,
Colo, spent the day here on busi 206 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE,
ness.
o
1 09 North Flrmt St.
John Becker, of the John Becker
COKE! COKE!
company of Helen, is In the city on
ot
All
Kinds
Indian
and Maxloan Goods. Ybe Cboapost
business.
We now liandle good, clean coke.
Plaea to bay Navajo Blankots and Uoxlean Drawn Work
William White, of Las Vegas, was Also the Crested Butte Anthracite
In the city today, registered at the
Conl.
Mali Order Cmr fully and Promptly Flllad.
JOIIV-S- .
Alvarado.
BEAVEV.
Mayor McKee and Mrs. McKee
have gone to San Francisco for a
short visit.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Labord, of
Bridgeport, Conn., are in the city for
a short stay.
A. Moses, a well known citizen of
Las Vegas, visited Albuquerque today on .business.
Albert Vohs came down from Bernalillo this morning and spent the
day In the city.
Oeorge Rlnaldt and Peter Jensen
MADE TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL ORDER
of Dawson, were in the city today
from the coal town.
Hon. Solomon Luna returned to
FROM THE
the city this morning from a visit
to his ranch at Los Lunas.
John Gardner and S. J. Macy, two
well known residents of Engle, N.
M., visited Albuquerque today.
W. It. 'Price arrived this morning
from Ronguello. Mexico, to attend to
a business mission In this city.
H. H. Butzlnger. who is a promihand-me-dow- n,
nent resident of Silver City, visited
Albuquerque today on business.
C. J. Holman, of Vaughn, N. M.
was In the city today attending to
is
business matters and visiting rrlenas.
I
A coffoa will b riven
tomorrow
afternoon In the parlors of the German Lutheran
church. Everybody
Invited.
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the territorial mounted police, arrived in
this city this. morning from Socorro,
where he attended the Socorro coun
ty fair Sunday and Monday.
Major VV. J. i'ewell, prominent in
politics in El Paso. Is In the city, ac
companied by Mrs. Fewell. Mr. and
Mrs. Fewell are on their way to Los
Angeles on a pleasure trip.
Will M. Tipton, special agent of
the United States treasury depart
ment, passed through the city this
morning en route to Santa Fe from
115-11- 7
Los Lunas, where lie has been engaged on government business for
Between Central and Copper Ave.,
two weeks.
Private Huau, of the local recruiting oftlce, has gone to Santa
Fe
where he will be In charge of a
branch V. S. army recruiting station,
which will be conducted at that
place.
of the Vlctorlo
John Gardner,
Chief Mining company operating In
ENAMELED WARE
the Caballo mountains, is In the city,
while en route to New York on a
business trip. Mr. Gardner eays that
COOKING
UTENSILS
four machine drills are working on
the Vlctorlo Chief property and one
diamond drill.
Santiago Lopes, the player In the
Santa Fe ball team, who was hit In
the head with a ball at yesterday's
game at Socorro, passed through Albuquerque on train No 10 this morn- T A
ing. His injury Is serious and It was
necessary for him to He in a cot la
r
the baggage car en route home.
iFrank Hubbell Is busily engaged
In shipping a portion of his big alfalfa and liay crop which Is selling
at the top of the market. He has
Just loaded 100 tons of oat hay for
Mrs. J. J. White and fifty tons for
the Ranch Supply company at
He 'has a contract for 600
tons to be ohlpped next week for
Mr. Hubbell says
Mrs. J. J. White.
the yield of alfalfa was good and
the market Is in fair condition.
ymn
.u.
For lHtnselurid good, call on f'lias.
317-19
L. KeM'ler,
South Seoiul.
MINE AND MILL
IXCTOR
MeCORMICK CURES
MILLER
THE LIOUOH 1LIHT.
SUPPLIESI
o
HOME C0ME0RT
Don't let the baby suffer from
eczema, sores or any Itching of the
'"'
Ointment gives inskin.
Doan'
and
stant relief, cures quickly. PerfectIMPLEMENTS and
ly safe for children.
All druggists
sell It.
NATIONAL
o
WAGONS
If sou neol furniture, cull 011 ('lias.
SIT-1- 9
Ii. KepiM-ler- ,
South Second.
STEEL RANGES
O. H. HI rper,
is 1n the ol y.

of Durango,

Colo.,

$20 to $28

STYLISH
MILLINERY
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Kcp-M'lo-

BEAUTIFUL
NEW STOCK
FOR THE
FAIR
TRADE

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

Use

MISS LUTZ

REP

208 South Second

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

321-32-

3

HARDWARE
W- -

Central

FLOUR

GO.

Tinners

Avenue

BEST
HARD

WHEAT
FLOUR
MADE
THU BEST BAR NOME

5J

Kb

Clothes
will fit you stylishly

beyond your furth-

LABEL

w VtXT
TAhtnlnow

KNOWING
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C. G. PERRY

119 South Second

NORTH FIRST STREET

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

Mag-dalen-

Stein-Bloc- h

fVniS

They cost no more than the
and you know how much better they look.
Absolute Satisfaction our Guarantee.

SADDLERY
HARNESS

At Best Possible Prices
Let Us Supply Yoti Needs fo the

say nothing we do
not prove.

est

T LOOK

STOVES
RANGES

We

hope. The

proof is in the
Try.
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Handsomest Fabrics on the Market

,

It is the

J

WTO

try-o- n.

a Suit

E. L. WASHBURN CO. 1

COMPANY
WHITNEY
Wholenole and Ieteil Hardware

a.

r
ill

If J)
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CRANBERRIES
$18 to $30

Fab

PLUMBERS

and

SHEET METAL

COOK STOVES

WORKERS

HEATING STOVES

First of the Season

5
.

Just in 2nd Fine

2

ENAMEL
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AMMUNITION

TINWARE

Qtsjor 25c

MONARCH GROCERY CO.
Phono BO,- - 307 W. Central

3

113-113-11-

7

SOUTH FIRST

STREET AND

401-40- 3

NORTH

FIRST STREET
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